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Welcome All - To Part 3

This collection has mainly been amassed from direct opportunities.

Ranging from the Dinky Sunbeam Alpine Trade Box, bought directly from an original Dinky Post Office stockist in
Felixstowe (more content will appear in future Vectis Sales) to the 3-in-One Road Train, conceived where I worked for
a decade in Finance. Here my enthusiasm rubbed off onto the Sales Team, who dreamt up using a Matchbox haulage
model as a promotional gift, which was given away if you purchased a pallet load of oil products, in the hope that buyers
would place the road-train somewhere in their office to remind them to repurchase once stocks sold. Much in the same
way as an annual freebie calendar. No wonder few road-trains reached collectors. 

Many of the Factory fresh issues have been bought after many an hour, sorting through wholesaler stocks and from the
greatly missed Cowells & Nightingales, who were favourite local area stockists. Many of the nostalgic purchase price
labels have been left on the boxes. Of course, in those days I clearly remember earning just £10 per week!

Another coincidence came about by collaborating with the early Diecast Evaluator series. These valuation listings
predated Ramsey and covered all the major UK manufacturers outputs. Here the owner commissioned a code 3, MOY
Joblin van. The green liveried version is rare.

The Spanish Dinkies were bought on-mass from a private repatriate from Europe, who attended the Donnington 
swap-meet in the early 1980’s only the once. Whereas many of the French Dinky came piecemeal from Cologne &
Paris, including several from the owner of the Mercedes Dealership in Paris who fortuitously visited Ipswich Goods
Junction, our trading shop, to swap for very modern Dinkies. Oh... and wine!

Having a busy shop of course led to a continuous, almost monthly scouring of London for goodies over many years.
Favourite haunts included Grays Mews and the then wonderful Phillips’s overspill reached via Haunch of Venison Yard,
amongst others that I dare not mention.

Moreover, for a year, I was responsible for the entire model sales auction output at a major East Anglian house. 
This together with Vectis who also kindly transferred across my original account from the Isle of Wight, if you follow,
tells the tale of many wonderful acquisitions that have now been included in this sale.

Lastly: Yes my jalopies were a Triumph 2000, 2500TC and my father’s Hillman Imp.

Please Enjoy.
David
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Lot 2001 - Dinky 23a Streamlined Racing Car ‑ blue & silver body
with racing number 4 roundels, black ridged hubs ‑ Good Plus 
unboxed with paint chips to drivers head & top edge of rear fin &
hood.

£40 - £50

Lot 2002 - Dinky post‑war 30a Chrysler Airflow ‑ cream body,
black smooth hubs with original white rubber tyres ‑ Fair to Good
unboxed with some play wear & perished hubs but still complete.

£30 - £40

Lot 2003 - Dinky 30b Rolls Royce ‑ dark navy blue body, gloss
black chassis, matt black ridged hubs ‑ Good Plus to Excellent
unboxed with a few small chips to roof & trunk along with usual
tarnishing to grille & bumper.

£40 - £50

Lot 2004 - Dinky 30f Ambulance ‑ cream body, black chassis &
ridged hubs ‑ Good Plus with some light play wear & usual 
tarnishing to grille & axles.

£30 - £40

Lot 2005 - Dinky 36b Bentley ‑ dark green body, black chassis &
ridged hubs ‑ Good Plus unboxed with some light play wear & 
tarnishing to grille and 38d Alvis ‑ dark green body with matt black
seats & steering wheel, silver painted windscreen frame, matt
black ridged wheels with early treaded tyres ‑ Good Plus 
(windscreen bent out of shape).  (2)

£60 - £70

Lot 2006 - Dinky 36b Bentley ‑ mid to dark green body, black
chassis, matt black ridged hubs ‑ overall Good Plus but does have
some repainting to base of chassis & usual tarnishing to grille and
38f Jaguar SS ‑ red body with maroon seats, matt black steering
wheel & ridged hubs ‑ Good unboxed with some paint chips
touched in.  (2)

£40 - £50

Lot 2007 - Dinky pre‑war 37a Civilian Motorcyclist ‑ black & dark
green with original white rubber tyres ‑ Good.

£20 - £30

Lot 2008 - Dinky group of late 1940's to early 1950's issue 
models. (1) 40b Triumph 1800 Saloon ‑ mid blue body & ridged
hubs, rear axle held by cast pillars, small base print; (2) 40d Austin
Devon ‑ dark maroon body & ridged hubs, small base print; (3)
30h Daimler Ambulance ‑ cream body, small base print, red ridged
hubs ‑ Good with light play wear & rusty baseplate; (4) 29g 
Luxury Coach ‑ maroon body with cream side stripes, red ridged
hubs ‑ generally Good to Good Plus with some play wear.  (4)

£50 - £60



Lot 2009 - Dinky 152 Austin Devon ‑ pea green upper body,
cerise lower body, beige ridged hubs ‑ Good to Good Plus 
unboxed with paint chips to rear wings & trunk and 254 Austin
FX3 Taxi ‑ dark green lower body, yellow upper body & ridged
hubs, matt black No.254 base & interior ‑ Good Plus unboxed with
a few small paint chips.  (2)

£50 - £60

Lot 2010 - Dinky group of post‑war 25 Series Commercial 
vehicles. (1) 25d Petrol Tank Wagon ‑ dark green body with black
"Petrol" lettering, gloss black type 2 chassis, matt black ridged
hubs ‑ Good Plus with some small paint chips particularly to hood
& wings, grille has usual tarnishing & left hand headlamp a little
bent out of shape; (2) 25e Tipping Wagon ‑ mid grey cab & rear
tipping body, gloss black type 1 open chassis, matt black smooth
hubs ‑ Good play worn with tarnished grille; (3) 25f Market 
Gardeners Lorry ‑ dark green cab & stake body, gloss black type
1 open chassis, matt black smooth hubs fitted with later 
REPRODUCTION white rubber tyres ‑ Good with some play wear
& tarnished grille.  (3)

£60 - £80

Lot 2011 - Dinky 29e Single Deck Bus ‑ mid blue body with dark
blue side stripes, mid blue ridged hubs ‑ Good Plus with some
small paint chips but still displays well.

£30 - £40
Lot 2012 - Dinky 30r Fordson Thames Flat Truck ‑ red body &
ridged hubs ‑ Excellent unboxed with a few tiny chips to rear
wings & edge of rear platform, cab has also been very neatly 
silver paint superdetailed.

£30 - £40

Lot 2013 - Dinky 30s Austin Covered Wagon ‑ dark blue body,
mid blue tinplate canopy & ridged hubs, 30s baseplate ‑ Excellent
to Excellent Plus unboxed. Nice example.

£40 - £60
Lot 2014 - Dinky 31a/450 Trojan Van "Esso" ‑ red body, maroon
ridged hubs ‑ Excellent unboxed.

£40 - £50

Lot 2015 - Dinky 31b/451 Trojan Van "Dunlop" ‑ red body & ridged
hubs ‑ Excellent unboxed.

£40 - £50

Lot 2016 - Dinky 454 Trojan Van "Cydrax" ‑ mid‑green body &
ridged hubs ‑ Excellent unboxed.

£40 - £50



Lot 2017 - Dinky 455 Trojan Van "Brooke Bond Tea" promotional
issue ‑ cherry red body with "Since 1924 more than 5700 Trojan 
Little Red Vans supplied.  Replaced on a long life basis" roof label,
red ridged hubs ‑ Excellent with some discolouration to label.  Very
rare promotional model the roof labels being applied by 
Trojan Vehicles Ltd and given away through Trojan dealers.  An 
exceptionally rare model of which only a handful are known to exist.

£1,000 - £1,300

Lot 2018 - Dinky 34b Royal Mail Van ‑ red body & roof, black
hood, grille & front wings, red ridged hubs ‑ Good Plus unboxed
with some small paint chips particularly to edge of roof & wings,
tyres are also perished with the right rear tyre being flat.  Still a
nice example of this rare late issue which displays well.

£50 - £70

Lot 2019 - Dinky pre‑war 151a Medium Tank ‑ military green body
& base, original metal chain link tracks, original metal aerial ‑ over-
all Good Plus with paint loss to raised edges but still displays well.

£50 - £70

Lot 2020 - Dinky 151b Military Covered Transport Wagon ‑ 
military green body & ridged hubs, fitted with early treaded tyres
(missing rear tow hook) and 161b Anti‑Aircraft Gun on Trailer ‑
military green body & ridged hubs, again fitted with early treaded
tyres ‑ both Good unboxed; 62s Hawker Hurricane ‑ Fair play
worn with rusty propeller and 70d Twin Engined Fighter 
(Messerschmitt Me110) ‑ silver with red propellers, Meccano 
lettering beneath port wing has a reversed letter N ‑ Excellent 
unboxed.  (4)

£40 - £50

Lot 2021 - Dinky 162 18‑pounder Field Gun Unit comprising 162a
Light Dragon Tractor with original black chain link tracks, 162b
Ammunition Limber and 162c 18‑pdr Field Gun ‑ limber & gun
have ridged hubs fitted with early treaded tyres ‑ Good Plus to
Excellent unboxed.

£40 - £50

Lot 2022 - Dinky 35a Original Retailers Trade Box of 6 x small
scale Austin 7 Saloon Car ‑ all with black rubber wheels which
have perished (many wheels loose on axles). (1) mid blue body;
(2) dark blue body; (3) violet‑blue body; (4) light grey body; (5)
khaki‑grey body; (6) mid green body ‑ condition varies from Fair
to Excellent, plain buff trade box with yellow end label is Good.

£80 - £100

Lot 2023 - Dinky 107 Sunbeam Alpine Sports Competition ‑
ex‑shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 examples ‑
cerise body with racing number 34 decals, light grey interior with
beige steering wheel, white driver, original windscreen, number
107 baseplate, beige ridged hubs ‑ Mint apart from factory 
assembly paint chip to centre of hood in Mint box with correct
colour spot, also complete with Good Plus EMPTY plain brown
factory trade box.

£140 - £170



Lot 2024 - Dinky 107 Sunbeam Alpine Sports Competition ‑
ex‑shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 examples ‑ light
blue body with racing number 26 decals, deep cream interior with
beige steering wheel, white driver, original windscreen, number
107 baseplate, beige ridged hubs ‑ Mint apart from a couple of
minor factory assembly marks in Mint crisp box with correct colour
spot.  Superb example.

£130 - £160

Lot 2025 - Dinky 113 MGB Sports Car ‑ ivory body with red seats,
complete with original driver & black plastic steering wheel, 
original undamaged windscreen, gloss black tinplate base, spun
hubs ‑ Excellent Plus (body unmarked but there are some
scratches to base) in Good Plus to Excellent clean but a little
creased yellow & red box with inner end flap detachable model
number detached but still present within box, also complete with
glue repaired packing ring. Still a nice example.

£70 - £90

Lot 2026 - Dinky 117 Four Berth Caravan ‑ sky blue lower body
with cream roof, tan & red interior, transparent roof panel, deep
cream plastic opening door, gloss black baseplate without model
number cast, knobbly grey plastic jockey wheel, spun hubs ‑ Near
Mint with a couple of minor pin size factory assembly paint chips
in Good Plus clean but creased lighter yellow box with factory
model number overlabels & original packing ring. Nice example.

£60 - £80

Lot 2027 - Dinky 134 Triumph Vitesse ‑ metallic turquoise body
with white side stripes, rare ivory interior with cream steering
wheel, matt black baseplate, spun hubs ‑ Mint outstanding 
example in Good Plus to Excellent yellow & red box, one inner
end flap complete with its detachable model number.

£100 - £150

Lot 2028 - Dinky 138 Hillman Imp Saloon ‑ metallic silver‑green
body, red interior with cream steering wheel, light grey base, spun
hubs, complete with brown plastic suitcase ‑ Excellent Plus with
a couple of minor small scratches to bonnet & rear engine cover
in Excellent to Excellent Plus just slightly creased yellow & red
box. Still a nice example.

£60 - £80

Lot 2029 - Dinky 138 Hillman Imp Saloon ‑ rare metallic red body,
blue interior with ivory steering wheel, rare bare metal base, spun
hubs, complete with original plastic suitcase ‑ Excellent Plus with
a few tiny paint chips in generally Near Mint yellow & red box with
reference number & original retail price added in pencil to one end
flap, one inner flap still retains its removable model number tab.

£100 - £120

Lot 2030 - Dinky 135 Triumph 2000 Saloon ‑ rare promotional issue
distributed through standard Triumph Dealerships ‑ gloss black body
with cactus roof, red interior with cream steering wheel, light grey
base, spun hubs, complete with 2 x original brown plastic luggage
cases ‑ Excellent Plus with a few tiny chips in generally Excellent a
little scuffed yellow & red box with correct "Black/Cactus" to one 
picture face.

£500 - £700



Lot 2031 - Dinky 135 Triumph 2000 Saloon ‑ rare promotional
issue distributed through standard Triumph Dealerships ‑ white
with black roof, red interior with cream steering wheel, light grey
base, spun hubs, (missing original luggage cases) ‑ Excellent to
Excellent Plus (suspension collapsed and there are 2 chips to the
rear panel between the rear window & trunk) in Good Plus a little
scuffed & creased yellow & red box which is missing colour 
description label, with ink graffiti to one end flap, one inner end
flap still retains the detachable model number tab. Even with the
collapsed suspension model still displays well.

£300 - £360

Lot 2032 - Dinky 135 Triumph 2000 Saloon ‑ rare promotional
issue distributed through standard Triumph Dealerships ‑ cherry
red body with off‑white roof, red interior with cream steering
wheel, light grey base, spun hubs, complete with 1 x original
brown luggage case the other case missing ‑ Near Mint with a
couple of tiny chips to base in Excellent clean but a little creased
yellow & red box which is missing colour description label.

£800 - £1,000

Lot 2033 - Dinky 135 Triumph 2000 Saloon ‑ metallic turquoise
body with white roof, red interior with cream steering wheel, light
grey base, spun hubs, complete with 1 x original brown plastic
luggage case (the other case missing) ‑ Near Mint with minor 
factory paint mark to passenger side rear door in Good Plus 
yellow & red box with ink graffiti to one end flap, one inner end flap
is missing its detachable model number tab.

£60 - £70

Lot 2034 - Dinky 135 Triumph 2000 Saloon ‑ metallic turquoise
body with white roof, red interior with cream steering wheel,
metallic dark graphite grey base, spun hubs ‑ Near Mint with tiny
chip to centre of roof & factory casting flaws to rear wings in Fair
to Good yellow & red box (one inner end flap detached but still
present) & another inner end flap missing the model numbers 
detachable tab.

£40 - £50

Lot 2035 - Dinky 139 Ford Consul Cortina ‑ metallic blue body,
light tan interior, matt baseplate, spun hubs ‑ Excellent Plus
(model has not been played with but has been very neatly and
expertly paint superdetailed) in Excellent yellow & red box with
some creasing & staining to one end.

£40 - £60

Lot 2036 - Dinky 152 Austin Devon Saloon ‑ sage green, cream
ridged hubs, large base print ‑ Excellent Plus with some rub marks
to roof which also has small black paint spot to rear corner in 
generally Good Plus box with two‑tone model illustrations but 
correct green factory colour spot overlabel to both end flaps (box
has large original retailers price label to one picture face) ‑ see
extra photo. Rare to find this colour in this later issue box.

£100 - £130

Lot 2037 - Dinky 153 Standard Vanguard Saloon ‑ beige body &
ridged hubs, large base print ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus with
some paint loss to body raised outlines in Good Plus stained on
one picture face box with fawn colour spot. Still a nice example.

£60 - £80



Lot 2038 - Dinky 153 Standard Vanguard Saloon ‑ mid blue body,
beige ridged hubs, large base print ‑ Excellent Plus with some
box rubs to door raised outlines in Excellent box with correct blue
colour spot.

£60 - £80

Lot 2039 - Dinky 156 Rover 75 Saloon ‑ two‑tone cream & mid
blue body, baseplate has large print & model number cast, beige
ridged hubs ‑ Good Plus to Excellent with paint loss to door raised
outlines & some paint chips to front bumper, left hand rear tyre
also perished & flat in Good dirty/stained from storage box with
correct colour spot.

£60 - £70

Lot 2040 - Dinky 157 BMW 2000 TiLUX ‑ off‑white upper body,
metallic blue lower body, red interior with cream steering wheel,
cast metal hubs ‑ Near Mint with a couple of tiny chips to drivers
side doors & rear wheelarch in Fair stained box (one end flap tab
detached but still present within box) complete with Good Plus a
little creased inner pictorial card display stand & instruction leaflet.

£30 - £40

Lot 2041 - Dinky 160 Austin A30 Saloon ‑ turquoise body, smooth
grey plastic wheels ‑ Excellent with rusty baseplate in Good Plus
a little stained & creased box with correct colour spot.

£40 - £50

Lot 2044 - Dinky 167 AEC Aceca Coupe ‑ cream body with brown
roof, beige ridged hubs ‑ Near Mint with some minor paint flaws
to roof in Excellent box with correct colour spot (original retail price
added in blue ink to one end flap, the opposite end flap has minor
small puncture hole).

£50 - £70

Lot 2045 - Dinky 168 Singer Gazelle ‑ light grey upper body, dark
green lower body, gloss baseplate, spun hubs ‑ Near Mint with
tiny pin size chip to roof & tiny factory green paint spot above right
hand headlamp in Good Plus discoloured box with correct colour
spot. Nice example.

£60 - £80

Lot 2042 - Dinky 164 Vauxhall Cresta Saloon ‑ beige body &
ridged hubs, maroon side panels ‑ Excellent with some 
tarnishing/rusting to base in Good Plus box with correct colour
spot.

£50 - £60

Lot 2043 - Dinky 166 Sunbeam Rapier Saloon ‑ turquoise body
with mid blue side panels, mid blue ridged wheels ‑ Near Mint with
a couple of minor corrosion spots to base in generally Excellent
a little creased but generally Excellent box with correct colour
spot. Nice example.

£60 - £80



Lot 2046 - Dinky 169 Studebaker Golden Hawk ‑ tan body with
red trunk & rear fins, spun hubs with white tyres ‑ Excellent with
a few tiny chips & left hand rear tyre dirty/discoloured in Good
plain yellow body. Rare box variation.

£70 - £90

Lot 2047 - Dinky 169 Studebaker Golden Hawk ‑ light green body
with beige trunk & rear fins, spun hubs with white tyres ‑ overall
Excellent Plus with Corgi Toys accessory pack adhesive labels
applied, tyres also dirty/discoloured, the one particularly so in
Good plain yellow/red box with correct colour spot (does have a
couple of tears to inner end flaps).

£60 - £80

Lot 2048 - Dinky 172 Studebaker Land Cruiser ‑ mid blue body,
fawn ridged hubs ‑ Excellent Plus with some rub marks to door
raised outlines in Good box with correct colour spot (one end flap
detached but still present, the other end flap has original retail
price added in blue ink).

£40 - £50

Lot 2049 - Dinky 172 Studebaker Land Cruiser ‑ low line two‑tone
body ‑ tan upper body, beige lower body & ridged hubs ‑ 
Excellent Plus with box rub marks to rear door raised outlines &
front bumper over‑riders in generally Good Plus to Excellent a 
little discoloured from storage box illustrating single tone models
but with correct tan colour spots to end flaps. Nice example.

£100 - £120

Lot 2050 - Dinky 173 Nash Rambler ‑ turquoise body with red
side stripes, light grey ridged hubs with white tyres, gloss No.173
baseplate ‑ Excellent Plus (tyres perished & discoloured with both
rear tyres being somewhat flat) in Excellent to Excellent Plus box
with correct colour spot.

£50 - £60

Lot 2051 - Dinky 176 Austin A 105 Saloon ‑ light grey body & roof,
red side stripe & ridged hubs ‑ Excellent Plus with couple of tiny
pin size chips to roof & factory casting/paint flaws to top of right
hand front wing in generally Excellent Plus just slightly creased
box with correct colour spot. Nice example.

£80 - £100

Lot 2052 - Dinky 177 Opel Kapitan ‑ grey‑blue body, red interior
with cream steering wheel, spun hubs ‑ Near Mint with box rub to
centre of front bumper & couple of tiny chips to passenger side
rear wing in Near Mint very clean & crisp lighter yellow box. 
Superb example.

£70 - £90

Lot 2053 - Dinky 178 Plymouth Plaza ‑ two‑tone blue body, 178
baseplate, spun hubs with white tyres ‑ Near Mint with minor box
rub to roof crown in Excellent a little discoloured from storage box
with correct colour spot.(original retail price added in pencil to one
end flap). Nice example.

£100 - £130



Lot 2054 - Dinky 186 Mercedes Benz 220SE RAF blue body,
ivory interior with cream steering wheel, spun hubs ‑ Near Mint
with some marks & a couple of scratches to baseplate in Good
Plus lighter yellow box.

£50 - £60

Lot 2055 - Dinky 189 Triumph Herald ‑ two‑tone dark green &
white body, spun hubs ‑ overall Excellent Plus (chip to front
bumper & tiny pin size chip to roof along with some factory 
assembly scratches to baseplate) in Excellent Plus box with 
correct colour spot. Still a nice example.

£50 - £70

Lot 2056 - Dinky 192 De Soto Fireflite Sedan ‑ turquoise body
with tan roof panel & side stripes, gloss No.192 baseplate, spun
hubs with white tyres ‑ Excellent (scratches & minor corrosion
spot to baseplate, tyres dirty/discoloured) in Good box with correct
colour spot (missing one inner end flap).

£60 - £70

Lot 2057 - Dinky 268 Renault Dauphine Minicab ‑ red body, spun
hubs ‑ body is Near Mint, baseplate Good Plus to Excellent with
some scratching & rust spots in Good to Good Plus scuffed/
discoloured yellow & red box.

£100 - £120

Lot 2058 - Dinky 263 Superior Criterion Ambulance ‑ ivory body
with red side stripes, pale blue interior complete with driver &
medic figures along with patient of stretcher, original white 
plastic roof mounted siren, spun hubs ‑ Excellent with some small
paint chips & Corgi Accessory Pack adhesive labels applied in
Good creased yellow & red box.

£40 - £50

Lot 2059 - Dinky 344/27F Plymouth Station Wagon (Estate Car)
‑ tan body with brown side & rear panels, number 27F baseplate
with small print, fawn ridged hubs ‑ Excellent with a few tiny chips
to bumpers & small scratch & rub mark to right hand rear wing in
Good Plus a little dual numbered box.  Still a nice example which
displays well.

£60 - £80

Lot 2060 - Dinky 25X Commer Breakdown Lorry ‑ dark grey cab
& chassis, admiral blue rear body, red ridged hubs, complete with
original hook ‑ Good to Good Plus with some light play wear in
Good plain orange box with printed lid ends but without lid label,
also included is a 1st September 1950 double sided illustrated
Price List with 08/50 print date ‑ heavily folded & grubby ‑ Fair. (2)

£50 - £60

Lot 2061 - Dinky 25X Commer Breakdown Lorry ‑ dark grey cab
& chassis, Prussian blue rear body (violet‑blue), red ridged hubs,
complete with original hook, cab & chassis are Excellent, rear
body Good Plus with some paint chips & corrosion spots in Good
Plus a little faded orange box with orange lid label complete with
original inner card packing piece.  Still a nice example.

£60 - £80



Lot 2062 - Dinky 260 Morris Royal Mail Van ‑ red body with black
roof panel, number 260 baseplate, red ridged hubs ‑ Near Mint
with a couple of tiny chips to hubs in Excellent box.  Very nice 
example.

£70 - £90

Lot 2063 - Dinky 280 Midland Mobile Bank with graphite grey
base ‑ Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips to roof lightly
touched in & missing right hand Midland Bank Griffin label in
Good detailed picture box (has large Lacy Scott Auctioneers label
to one picture face).

£40 - £60

Lot 2064 - Dinky 300 Massey Harris Tractor ‑ tan metal driver,
metal wheels with yellow hubs ‑ Excellent with rusty baseplate in
Fair creased but still complete box with old brown parcel tape to
one side.

£30 - £40

Lot 2065 - Dinky 300 Massey Ferguson Tractor ‑ dull red body
with yellow plastic exhaust stack, bare metal steering wheel, blue
plastic driver, matt black baseplate, yellow plastic front hubs &
yellow metal rear hubs with rubber tyres ‑ Near Mint in Good Plus
to Excellent very clean but a little creased late issue lighter yellow
box with white background picture faces (original retail price of
35p has been rubbed away on one end flap removing some of
the yellow ink).

£70 - £90

Lot 2066 - Dinky 404 Conveyancer Forklift Truck ‑ orange body
with lemon yellow mast with gloss black forks, dark yellow dash,
lemon yellow plastic cage & dashboard, blue plastic driver, 
orange base, yellow plastic hubs, complete with original black
plastic winding handle & marbled effect light blue & black pallet
(pallet has black "flow‑lines") ‑ Excellent Plus (rubber tyres have
reacted with plastic hubs) in Excellent Plus box complete with
original leaflet & inner card packing piece.

£30 - £40

Lot 2067 - Dinky 400/14A B.E.V. Electric Platform Truck ‑
mid‑blue body with model number 14A cast to base, tan driver,
mid‑blue ridged hubs ‑ truck is Near Mint to Mint, figure Excellent
in Good creased dual numbered box complete with original inner
card packing piece.

£20 - £30

Lot 2068 - Dinky 410 Bedford CF Van ‑ John Gay promotional
issue "Bertram Mills Circus" ‑ lemon yellow body with red side
panels, bare metal tinplate base, black Speedwheels ‑ Near Mint
with a couple of tiny pin size chips to roof in Good Plus to 
Excellent box with large Lacy Scott Auctioneers label to one 
picture face.

£20 - £30



Lot 2069 - Dinky 411 Bedford Dropside Truck ‑ mid‑green body
& ridged hubs, model number 411 cast to left hand side of 
dropside body casting ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus with a couple
of chips to front bumper & upper corners of tailboard in generally
Good creased & a little scuffed box with some ink graffiti to one
non picture face.

£60 - £80

Lot 2070 - Dinky 414 Dodge Rear Tipping Wagon ‑ orange cab &
chassis, mid‑green rear tipper body & ridged hubs, model number
414 cast to base of tipper body ‑ Near Mint in Excellent Plus to
Near Mint box with red colour spot.  Superb example.

£70 - £90

Lot 2071 - Dinky 421 British Railways Hindle Smart Helecs 
Electric Articulated Dropside Lorry ‑ maroon tractor unit & trailer
with model number 421 cast to base, red ridged hubs ‑ tractor
unit is Excellent to Excellent Plus, trailer Good Plus in Fair
creased & dirty from storage box with puncture hole to one non
picture face.

£30 - £40

Lot 2072 - Dinky 422/30R Fordson Thames Flat Truck ‑ dark
green body with model number 422 cast to base, mid‑green
ridged hubs ‑ Near Mint with factory casting flaws to left hand cab
door & factory paint flaw to left hand front wing in Good Plus dual
numbered box with correct colour spot (has reference label to one
non picture face).

£60 - £80

Lot 2073 - Dinky 443 Studebaker Tanker "National Benzole" ‑ 
yellow body & ridged hubs ‑ Excellent Plus in Excellent box.  Nice
example.

£80 - £100

Lot 2074 - Dinky 454 Trojan Van "Cydrax" ‑ mid‑green body &
ridged hubs ‑ overall Near Mint with a couple of tiny pin size chips
only in Good Plus box.  Nice example.

£80 - £100

Lot 2075 - Dinky 455 Trojan Van "Brooke Bond Tea" ‑ Excellent
Plus to Near Mint with a couple of chips to front bumpers & minor
factory silver paint mark to side of radiator in Fair to Good box
with ink graffiti to one non picture face.

£50 - £60

Lot 2076 - Dinky 465 Morris Van "Capstan" ‑ two‑tone blue body,
mid‑blue ridged hubs ‑ Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips
to leading edge of rood & minor small scratch to left hand rear
corner of body in Good Plus a little creased box.

£80 - £100



Lot 2077 - Dinky 481 Bedford CA Van "Ovaltine" ‑ mid‑blue body
& ridged hubs ‑ Near Mint (tyres are perished & one rear tyre has
flat spot) in Good Plus box.

£70 - £80

Lot 2078 - Dinky 482 Bedford CA Van "Dinky Toys" ‑ Near Mint
with a couple of minor marks only in Good Plus box.  Nice 
example.

£70 - £90

Lot 2079 - Dinky 501 Foden Diesel Wagon ‑ light grey 1st type
cab with red side flashes, light grey dropside body, gloss black
wings & chassis without rear tow hook, red ridged hubs with early
herringbone pattern tyres ‑ Good Plus with some paint chips to
edges of wings, rear edge of cab roof & upper edge of dropside
body in Good buff box with red lid label complete with correct grey
colour spot (lid split at one corner).  Nice clean honest example
which displays well.

£200 - £240

Lot 2080 - Dinky 521 Bedford Articulated Dropside Lorry ‑ yellow
tractor unit & trailer with yellow coupling area, gloss black wings,
matt black ridged hubs, trailer with herringbone pattern tyres &
small hook ‑ Good Plus with some light play wear in Good Plus to
Excellent buff box with red lid label (one end of lid label has 
yellow paint mark).

£50 - £60

Lot 2081 - Dinky 531 Leyland Comet Lorry ‑ red cab & chassis,
yellow stake body & ridged hubs with grey tyres ‑ Excellent with
a few tiny chips mostly to rear wheelarches, tyres also perished
in Poor heavily sun faded & stained box with red lid label.

£40 - £50

Lot 2082 - Dinky 561 Blaw Knox Bulldozer ‑ red body & blade, matt
black hydraulic rams, tan driver, small rear hook, matt black metal
rollers with original & pliable olive green rubber tracks ‑ Good Plus
to Excellent with paint chips to edge of blade in generally Good
Plus buff box with red lid label complete with upper card packing
piece (some staining to lid label) and 563 Heavy Tractor ‑ red body
with tan driver, large rear hook, matt black metal rollers with 
original but perished green rubber tracks one of which has split ‑
apart from tracks model is Excellent Plus in Fair dark blue box with
orange lid label (puncture hole & surface tears to lid which also has
original owners name added in blue ink).  (2)

£50 - £60

Lot 2083 - Dinky 922 Big Bedford Dropside Lorry ‑ maroon cab
& chassis, tan dropside body with model number 522 cast to
base, fawn Supertoy hubs with grey tyres ‑ Excellent Plus (tyres
perished) in Excellent Plus blue striped box with correct red colour
spot, nice example.

£100 - £120



Lot 2084 - Dinky 955 Commer Fire Engine ‑ red body with light
grey side hose reels & rear hoses, metallic silver ladder, with 
windows, gloss black baseplate with model number 955 cast, red
plastic hubs with black tyres ‑ Good with some repainting to side
of roof & considerable paint loss to extending ladder in Excellent
Plus to Near Mint late issue blue striped box with "Dinky 
Supertoys" slanted Egyptian typeface.  Superb box.

£40 - £50

Lot 2085 - Dinky 968 Karrier BBC TV Roving Eye Outside 
Broadcast Vehicle ‑ dark green body with light grey stripe & roof
panel, light grey Supertoy hubs, gloss black baseplate, complete
with original plastic roof aerial ‑ Near Mint with some minor box
rubs to front bumper in Near Mint blue striped box complete with
original inner card packing piece.  Superb example.

£100 - £130

Lot 2086 - Dinky 976 Michigan Tractor Dozer ‑ yellow body & 
detachable cab with red blade, original red plastic air intake, 
exhaust stack & detachable engine side panels, red plastic hubs
‑ Excellent in generally Good box with some creasing to one end
& tear to one end flap, complete with original inner foam packing
block & engine cover instruction leaflet.

£20 - £30

Lot 2087 - Dinky 350 Tiny's Mini Moke from the TV series "The
Enchanted House" ‑ orange body with original & undamaged
white plastic rear tyre cover, bare metal windscreen, white 
plastic roof with yellow & white label, original Giraffe figure, bare
metal cast hubs ‑ Excellent (glue showing through roof label which
is discoloured) in generally Good Plus detailed picture box with
surface tear to one end flap where price label removed, complete
with Excellent inner card display stand with unused cut‑out house
& animals.

£80 - £100

Lot 2088 - Dinky 106 Thunderbird 2 ‑ metallic silver‑blue upper
body with all original labels present, black plastic lower body 
without label, metallic silver‑blue Pod with bare metal rollers, red
plastic opening ramp complete with plain lemon yellow 
Thunderbird 4, red rocket exhausts with chrome inserts, red 
landing legs ‑ Excellent Plus with some small scratches to upper
body in Good Plus window box with original retailers price label to
header card, inner polystyrene tray is Near Mint to Mint.  Still a
nice example.

£80 - £100

Lot 2089 - Dinky group of late 1970's issue Cars.  (1) 122 Volvo
265 DL Estate Car ‑ burnt orange body, brown interior, black 
plastic made in Italy base, chrome Speedwheels ‑ Mint apart from
minor factory casting flaw to passenger side front wing in 
Excellent window box with "Made to Dinky's Specifications in
Italy" label; (2) 123 Austin Princess 2200 HL Saloon ‑ white body
with matt black roof, black interior & plastic base, plastic wheels
with bare metal hubs ‑ Near Mint with a couple of minor marks to
hood & roof in Excellent window box; (3) 180 Rover SD1 3500
Saloon ‑ white body, black plastic interior & Hong Kong base ‑
Near Mint to Mint with a couple of minor factory assembly marks
in Good to Good Plus scuffed window box. (3)

£50 - £60



Lot 2090 - Dinky group of 1970's issue Buses.  (1) 289 London
Routemaster Bus "Esso" ‑ red body without driver & clippie 
figures, front & rear destination labels without side advertising,
light blue upper deck seats, red lower deck seats, chrome plastic
Speedwheels ‑ Near Mint to Mint with a couple of usual minor 
factory assembly marks in Excellent window box; (2) 291 Leyland
Atlantean Bus "Kenning" ‑ orange body with white lower deck 
interior & rear engine cover, white upper deck seats, chrome 
plastic Speedwheels ‑ Near Mint to Mint with usual minor factory
assembly marks in Excellent Plus bubble pack; (3) 295 Leyland
Atlantean Bus "Yellow Pages" ‑ lemon yellow body, white interior,
chrome plastic Speedwheels ‑ Excellent (glue showing through
labels which are discoloured) in Good bubble pack (bubble age
yellowed) and 687 Convoy Series Army Truck empty box only ‑
Good Plus to Excellent.  (4)

£30 - £40

Lot 2091 - Dinky pre‑war 152 Royal Tank Corps Light Tank Unit
Gift Set containing (1) 152a Light Tank ‑ gloss military green body
with white triangular insignia to one side of turret, original metal
aerial, original chain link tracks but these do not revolve due to 
fatigue being present within the rollers (fatigue cracks to leading
edge & rear of body); (2) 152b Reconnaissance Car ‑ gloss 
military green body & baseplate, matt military green smooth hubs
‑ body has mild fatigue crack to right hand rear wheelarch & small
fatigue blister starting to centre line of hood along with fatigue to
all 6 wheel hubs; (3) 152c Austin Seven Military Staff Car 
complete with original bare metal windscreen frame & black driver
‑ (body has signs of mild fatigue to rear folded hood & driver 
fatigue with one arm missing) ‑ all generally Fair in Fair damp
damaged box.

£50 - £60

Lot 2092 - Dinky group of Military vehicles. (1) 623 Bedford Army
Covered Wagon ‑ matt military green body & tinplate canopy, red
& yellow insignia, metal driver, matt military green ridged hubs ‑
overall Excellent but does have some slight rusting to tinplate
canopy in Fair stained but still complete lighter yellow box; (2) 651
Centurion Tank ‑ metal rollers with original & pliable black rubber
tracks ‑ Fair to Good play worn in Good blue striped box; (3) as (2)
but matt black screw‑fit baseplate, green plastic rollers with 
original & pliable black rubber tracks, red & yellow insignia the front
insignia of which is unusually applied towards the centre line of
the body in Poor incomplete & tape repaired detail picture box.  (3)

£50 - £60

Lot 2093 - Dinky group of unboxed Military models. (1) 670 
Daimler Armoured Car ‑ rare late issue with red & yellow insignia
labels (not decals), matt black baseplate, green plastic hubs; (2)
673 Daimler Scout Car with red & yellow insignia; (3) 674 Austin
Champ ‑ red & yellow insignia, green plastic hubs (missing driver);
(4) 676 Saracen Armoured Personnel Carrier with red & yellow
insignia ‑ Excellent to Near Mint unboxed.  (4)

£50 - £60

Lot 2094 - Dinky 674 Austin Champ ‑ red & yellow insignia, green
plastic hubs, left hand rear hub (front axle a little bent out of shape
& rear axle has been hand hammered rather than factory finished
with one hub being reassembled in reverse), model missing 
plastic driver ‑ Good in Good stained lighter yellow box.

£10 - £15

Lot 2095 - Dinky 688 Field Artillery Tractor ‑ red & yellow insignia,
with windows fitted, plastic driver, matt black baseplate, green
plastic hubs ‑ Excellent (rubber tyres have reacted with plastic
hubs) in Excellent lighter yellow box. Rare late issue model.

£30 - £40



Lot 2096 - Dinky 688 Field Artillery Tractor ‑ red & yellow insignia,
with windows fitted, plastic driver, matt black baseplate, green
plastic hubs ‑ Excellent (rubber tyres have reacted with plastic
hubs) in Excellent Plus lighter yellow box. Rare late issue model.

£30 - £40

Lot 2097 - Dinky 687 factory Trade Box of 6 x Ammunition 
Limber Trailer for 25‑pounder Field Gun ‑ 4 examples are 
Excellent to Excellent Plus the remaining 2 examples are Good
Plus & Fair respectively in Fair dirty/stained from storage yellow
box with minor pencil graffiti to lid (missing inner card dividers).

£30 - £40

Lot 2098 - Dinky 2 x box of 12 x British Army Personnel Seated
Private Figures (1) 603 British Army Personnel Seated Private;
(2) full set of 12 x later issue plastic figures ‑ Excellent to Near
Mint in Fair lighter yellow box with some tears to end flaps at one
end and some pencil graffiti.  (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 2099 - Dinky post‑war 47 set of 12 x British Road Signs ‑ 10
of which have predominately white base the other 2 have 
predominately black bases ‑ condition varies from Excellent to
Near Mint in Good buff box with yellow end label complete with
yellow card inner display tray (lid has pencil graffiti and 2 small
tears to sides).

£40 - £50

Lot 2100 - Dinky post‑war 49 set of Garage Petrol Pumps & Oil Bin
‑ all pumps are complete with original lemon yellow plastic hoses ‑
pumps are Excellent to Near Mint, oil bin Good Plus with some
small paint chips in Good Plus buff lift off lid box with 
yellow end label complete with yellow inner card display tray 
(original retail price of 3/6 written in pencil to centre of lid). Nice set.

£50 - £70

Lot 2101 - Dinky 771 set of 12 x International Road Signs ‑ 
condition varies from Fair to Good Plus in Good box complete
with original yellow card display tray & Good a little stained folded
leaflet with 07/53 print date and French Dinky 41 set of 6 x Road
Signs ‑ Fair play worn in Fair scuffed & dirty from storage box
complete with original yellow card inner display tray.  (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 2102 - Dinky 161 Austin Somerset ‑ yellow upper body, red
lower body & ridged hubs, number 161 baseplate ‑ Excellent to 
Excellent Plus unboxed (right hand front tyre perished & flat). Still a
nice example.

£60 - £80



Lot 2103 - Mini Dinky 12 Car Collector Case containing the 
following models (1) 10 Ford Corsair ‑ yellow body, red interior,
bare metal base & cast hubs; (2) 11 Jaguar E‑type ‑ red body,
ivory interior, matt black base, cast wire wheels; (3) 12 Chevrolet
Corvette Stingray ‑ rare mid blue body, ivory interior, bare metal
base, bare metal cast wire wheels; (4) 13 Ferrari 250LM ‑ 
metallic maroon body, very pale blue interior, matt black base,
cast hubs; (5) 14 Chevrolet Chevy II ‑ metallic maroon body, ivory
interior, bare metal base, cast hubs; (6) 16 Ford Mustang ‑ ivory
body, red interior, matt black base, cast hubs; (7) 18 Mercedes
230SL ‑ white body with matt black roof, red interior, bare metal
base, cast wire wheels (does have a couple of tiny paint chips);
(8) 19 MGB Roadster ‑ light blue body, black interior, bare metal
base, cast wire wheels; (9) 20 Cadillac Coupe De Ville ‑ white
body, red interior, bare metal base, cast hubs (base fatigued); (10)
21 Fiat 2300 Station Wagon ‑ yellow body with red roof, red 
interior, bare metal base, cast hubs (base starting to expand from
fatigue resulting in a small bow to the centre); (11) 22 Oldsmobile
Toronado ‑ metallic silver‑blue body, red interior, bare metal base,
cast hubs (doors somewhat loose); (12) 61 Lotus Formula 1 
Racing Car ‑ mid green body with yellow stripe racing number 4
decals, white driver ‑ condition varies generally Excellent to Near
Mint apart from Cadillac which although has never been played
with is only Good Plus having a fatigued base in Excellent to Mint
plastic garage boxes in Fair to Good scuffed & dirty from storage
box complete with original inner card packing tray & plastic carry
handle. Rare set to find in any condition whatsoever.

£260 - £300

Lot 2104 - Mini Dinky 10 Ford Corsair ‑ rare metallic green‑gold
body, red interior, bare metal base, cast hubs ‑ Excellent (front
suspension dropped & hood does not close flush with body) in
Excellent plastic garage case with small crack to roof.

£20 - £30

Lot 2105 - Mini Dinky 12 Chevrolet Corvette Stingray ‑ metallic
blue body, ivory interior, bare metal base, cast hubs ‑ Near Mint
in Good Plus plastic garage box with scratching to clear plastic
roof & sides.

£20 - £30

Lot 2106 - Mini Dinky 13 Ferrari 250LM ‑ flat red body, very pale
grey interior, matt black base, cast wire wheels ‑ Near Mint in
Good Plus plastic garage box with scratching to clear plastic roof
& sides.

£20 - £30

Lot 2107 - Mini Dinky 96 Payloader Shovel ‑ ivory body, red 
plastic hubs ‑ Near Mint in Excellent plastic garage case (please
note clear plastic roof & sides are such a tight fit to the remainder
of the box that this is jammed into position).

£20 - £30

Lot 2108 - French Dinky 24N Citroen 11BL ‑ black body with bare
metal headlamps, cream ridged hubs ‑ Good Plus with some paint
blistering & corrosion to base, unboxed.

£40 - £50



Lot 2109 - French Dinky 22A Maserati Sport 2000 ‑ dull red body
with cream steering wheel, white driver, original windscreen, No.22A
baseplate, chrome ridged hubs ‑ Excellent Plus with some paint
chips to driver in Good Plus box with surface tear to one end flap.

£50 - £60

Lot 2110 - French Dinky 24B Peugeot 403 Saloon ‑ blue body,
No.24B baseplate, chrome ridged hubs with original white tyres ‑
Excellent Plus with some slight surface rusting to hubs in Good
discoloured box.

£60 - £80

Lot 2111 - French Dinky 24E Renault Dauphine ‑ ruby red body,
No.24E baseplate, chrome ridge hubs ‑ Near Mint with minor box
rub to front bumper silver trim in Good creased box.

£70 - £90

Lot 2112 - French Dinky 24F Peugeot 403 Familiale Estate Car ‑
light blue body, No.24F baseplate, chrome ridged hubs ‑ Excellent
with some marks to roof & replacement tyres in Good box with
old glue residue to one picture face where price label removed.

£50 - £70

Lot 2113 - French Dinky 24J Alfa Romeo 1900 Supersprint ‑ dull
red body, No.24J baseplate, chrome ridged hubs ‑ Excellent Plus
in Good Plus box.

£50 - £70

Lot 2114 - French Dinky 24J Alfa Romeo 1900 Supersprint ‑ rare
blue body, No.24J baseplate, chrome ridged hubs ‑ Near Mint with
some silver paint loss to rear bumper & minor box rub to roof
crown in Good discoloured box with old glue residue & small 
surface tears to both end flaps where price labels have been 
removed.

£70 - £90

Lot 2115 - French Dinky 24U Simca 9 Aronde ‑ light grey body &
ridged hubs with white tyres (tyres discoloured/perished), No.24U
baseplate ‑ apart from tyres model is Near Mint in Excellent box
with minor pencil graffiti to one end flap.

£70 - £90

Lot 2116 - French Dinky 24X Ford Vedette ‑ dark navy blue body
& ridged hubs with white tyres, No.24X baseplate (tyres are 
perished/discoloured) ‑ apart from tyres model is Near Mint in 
Excellent box with small price label to one end flap. Nice 
example.

£70 - £90



Lot 2117 - French Dinky 24X Ford Vedette ‑ light grey body &
ridged hubs with white tyres, No.24X baseplate ‑ overall Excellent
(tyres perished/discoloured & paint loss to left hand rear wheel
hub) in Good Plus clean but a little creased box.

£50 - £70

Lot 2118 - French Dinky 24Y Studebaker Commander ‑ pale
green body with dark green roof, No.24Y baseplate, chrome
ridged hubs with white tyres (tyres discoloured/perished) ‑ apart
from tyres model is Excellent Plus in Excellent box.

£70 - £90

Lot 2119 - French Dinky 24Z Simca Versailles ‑ light blue body
with ivory roof, No.24Z baseplate, chrome ridged hubs with white
tyres (tyres perished/discoloured) ‑ overall Excellent in Fair but
still complete plain yellow box.

£40 - £50

Lot 2120 - French Dinky 514 Alfa Romeo Giulia 1600Ti ‑ metallic
silver‑grey body, red interior with ivory steering wheel, matt black
base, spun hubs ‑ overall Near Mint but does a few tiny factory 
assembly paint chips to base in Good Plus to Excellent detail 
picture box with reference label to one non‑picture face.

£60 - £80

Lot 2121 - French Dinky 516 Mercedes Benz 230SL ‑ metallic 
silver‑grey body, cream plastic removable hard top, cream interior
with black steering wheel, silver painted base, spun hubs ‑ 
Excellent Plus with some paint chips to bumpers in Excellent Plus
detailed picture box complete with inner card packing ring & one
inner end flap still retains its detachable number tab. Nice 
example.

£70 - £90

Lot 2122 - French Dinky 517 Renault 8 ‑ blue body, red interior
with ivory steering wheel, spun hubs ‑ Near Mint with tiny chip to
passenger side windscreen pillar in Good Plus box (scuff marks
to edges of box have been touched in using none matching 
yellow paint).

£60 - £80

Lot 2123 - French Dinky 524 Panhard 24C ‑ metallic graphite
grey body, red interior with ivory steering wheel, spun hubs ‑ 
Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips to front & rear bumpers
in Near Mint detailed picture box. Nice example.

£60 - £80

Lot 2124 - French Dinky 526 Mercedes 190SL ‑ metallic silver
body with black roof, No.24H baseplate, spun hubs ‑ Excellent
Plus with some minor box rubs to roof in Excellent box.

£70 - £90



Lot 2125 - French Dinky 527 Alfa Romeo 1900 Super Sprint ‑
blue body, number 24J baseplate, spun hubs ‑ Near Mint with box
rubs to front & rear bumper silver trim in Excellent Plus box.  Nice
example.

£80 - £100

Lot 2126 - French Dinky 530 Citroen DS19 ‑ avocado green body
with light grey roof, ivory interior with black steering wheel, matt
black base, spun hubs ‑ overall Excellent with rub marks to doors
& scratch to passenger side rear wing in Good Plus to Excellent
detailed picture box (one inner end flap missing its detachable
number tab).

£50 - £70

Lot 2127 - French Dinky 531 Fiat 1200 Grande Vue ‑ metallic
brown body with ivory roof, chrome ridged hubs with white tyres
‑ Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus box with small reference label to
one end flap.  Nice example.

£60 - £80

Lot 2128 - French Dinky 533 Mercedes Benz 300 SE Coupe ‑
metallic blue body, ivory interior with black steering wheel, spun
hubs ‑ Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus detailed picture box.
Very nice example.

£80 - £100

Lot 2129 - French Dinky 534 BMW 1500 Saloon ‑ avocado green
body, red interior with ivory steering wheel, spun hubs ‑ Excellent
with some scratches to drivers side rear door in Excellent detailed
picture box.

£70 - £90

Lot 2130 - French Dinky 535 Citroen 2CV ‑ maroon body with
dark grey roof, light grey spun hubs ‑ Excellent Plus with some
paint loss to left hand rear wheel in Good Plus box with scuff
marks to one non‑picture face.

£50 - £70

Lot 2131 - French Dinky 538 Ford Taunus 12M ‑ vermillion body,
ivory interior with black steering wheel, spun hubs now fitted with
English Dinky treaded tyres ‑ Excellent with some paint chips to
front wheelarches & body side coachlines in Good creased 
detailed picture box, one inner end flap complete with its 
detachable number tab.

£40 - £50

Lot 2132 - French Dinky 538 Ford Taunus 12M ‑ blue body, ivory
interior with black steering wheel, spun hubs ‑ Excellent to 
Excellent Plus with just a couple of tiny chips in Excellent very
clean but a little creased at one end detailed picture box (one
inner end flap detachable number tab detached but still present
within box).

£60 - £80



Lot 2133 - French Dinky 546 Opel Rekord Taxi ‑ black body &
original roof sign, red interior with ivory steering wheel, spun hubs
with white tyres ‑ Excellent (front suspension collapsed & missing
the steering self centring return spring) in Good to Good Plus box
with small surface tear to one end flap where label removed.

£120 - £150

Lot 2134 - French Dinky 549 Borgward Isabella Coupe ‑
turquoise body, red interior with ivory steering wheel, spun hubs
‑ Excellent with a few tiny chips to wheelarches in Excellent Plus
to Near Mint box.  Still a nice example which displays well.

£70 - £90

Lot 2135 - French Dinky 553 Peugeot 404 Saloon ‑ pale turquoise
body, red interior with ivory steering wheel, spun hubs ‑ Excellent
(does have some old glue marks to rear of baseplate) in Good
discoloured/stained from storage box with tear to one inner end
flap.

£50 - £60

Lot 2136 - French Dinky 554 Opel Rekord ‑ sienna brown body
with ivory roof, light grey interior with ivory steering wheel, spun
hubs with white tyres (tyres discoloured but still pliable) ‑ apart
from tyres model is Near Mint with a couple of tiny scratches to
centre of baseplate in Good to Good Plus discoloured from 
storage box with reference label to one end flap.

£50 - £70

Lot 2137 - French Dinky 556 Citroen ID19 Ambulance ‑ light grey
body with ivory roof & opening plastic tailgate, ivory interior, spun
hubs ‑ overall Excellent Plus but does have a number of scratches
to baseplate in Good to Good Plus discoloured from storage box.

£80 - £100

Lot 2138 - French Dinky 547 Panhard PL17 ‑ lilac body with wing
side indicators cast, ivory interior with ivory steering wheel ‑ Near
Mint with a couple of scratches to baseplate in Excellent to 
Excellent Plus just a little creased at one end box.

£80 - £100

Lot 2139 - French Dinky 547 Panhard PL17 ‑ lilac body without
wing side indicators cast, ivory interior with ivory steering wheel,
spun hubs ‑ Near Mint in Good discoloured/stained from storage
box with some creasing & small tear to one picture face.

£50 - £60

Lot 2140 - French Dinky 547 Panhard PL17 ‑ burnt orange body
without wing side indicators cast, ivory interior & steering wheel
which have been affected by sun exposure and are now 
discoloured to a tan colour, spun hubs ‑ Excellent Plus with some
scratches to baseplate in Good discoloured box with tear to one
corner.

£40 - £50



Lot 2141 - French Dinky 558 1961 Citroen 2CV ‑ primrose yellow
body with matt brown roof, red interior with ivory steering wheel,
light grey spun hubs ‑ Excellent Plus with some paint chips to
hubs, tyres also perished a couple of which have flat spots in 
Excellent box.

£50 - £60

Lot 2142 - French Dinky 559 Ford Taunus ‑ metallic champagne
gold body, red interior with ivory steering wheel, spun hubs with
white tyres ‑ Excellent Plus with some paint flaws to hood & roof
in Excellent box.

£60 - £80

Lot 2143 - French Dinky 1405D Opel Rekord Coupe 1900 ‑
metallic silver‑blue body, red interior, black plastic base ‑ Near
Mint with a couple of tiny marks to roof in Good Plus box with
some slight creasing & tear to one inner end flap.  Nice example.

£60 - £80

Lot 2144 - French Dinky 1411 Renault Alpine A310 ‑ dull red body,
ivory interior with black steering wheel, black plastic base ‑ 
Excellent Plus (missing drivers side rear wing emblem circular
label) in Excellent to Excellent Plus box.

£60 - £80

Lot 2145 - French Dinky 1416 Renault 6 ‑ dull red body with dark
olive green engine bay, ivory interior with metal steering wheel,
black plastic base, spun hubs ‑ Excellent Plus with some box rub
marks to bumpers & tiny chip to each front wing indicator in Good
to Good Plus creased at one end box.

£40 - £50

Lot 2146 - French Dinky 1423 Peugeot 504 Cabriolet ‑ dark blue
body, black interior, original & undamaged windscreen, black 
plastic base, spun hubs ‑ Near Mint complete with factory sealed
road sign & leaflet in Good Plus box with some scuff marks &
price label to one picture face.  Still a nice example.

£100 - £120

Lot 2147 - French Dinky 1426 Alfa Carabo Bertone ‑ metallic lime
green body, turquoise green windows, ivory interior with black
steering wheel, black plastic base ‑ Mint apart from usual minor
factory assembly marks to rear black plastic engine cover in Good
to Good Plus clean but creased box complete with road sign in
clear plastic bag but missing leaflet.

£60 - £80

Lot 2148 - French Dinky made in Spain 158 Renault 4L ‑ pale
blue body, tan interior with black steering wheel, black plastic
base, spun hubs ‑ Near Mint with tiny pin size chip to edge of roof
in Excellent box.

£50 - £60



Lot 2149 - French Dinky made in Spain 158 Renault 4L ‑ dark
blue body, ivory interior with black steering wheel, black plastic
base, spun hubs ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus with some tiny chips
to wheelarches in Good to Good Plus box with reference label to
one picture face.

£40 - £50

Lot 2150 - French Dinky made in Spain 1413 Citroen Dyane ‑
pale grey body with pale grey plastic roof, red interior with black
steering wheel, black plastic base, spun hubs ‑ Mint apart from a
couple of minor factory assembly marks in Excellent box.  Nice
example.

£50 - £60

Lot 2151 - French Dinky made in Spain 1424 Renault 12TL ‑
mustard yellow body, black interior with black steering wheel,
black plastic base, spun hubs ‑ Excellent Plus with some rub
marks to wheelarches in Good Plus box.

£40 - £50

Lot 2152 - French Dinky made in Spain 1450 Simca 1100 Police
Car ‑ black & white body with blue roof light, matt dark olive green
engine bay, light brown interior with black steering wheel, black
plastic base, spun hubs ‑ Near Mint to Mint in Good scuffed box
with price label to one picture face complete with inner card 
packing ring.

£40 - £60

Lot 2153 - French Dinky made in Spain 1453 Renault 6 ‑ mid‑grey
body, tan interior with black steering wheel, black plastic base,
spun hubs ‑ Near Mint in Good to Good Plus box.

£30 - £40

Lot 2154 - French Dinky made in Spain 011451 (1451) Renault
17TS ‑ light orange body, dark chocolate brown interior with black
dashboard & steering wheel, matt black metal base, spun hubs ‑
Near Mint with chip to each rear wheelarch in Good Plus to 
Excellent box (does have some old glue residue & small surface
tear to one end flap where price label removed).  Nice example.

£50 - £70

Lot 2155 - French Dinky made in Spain 011452 (1452) Peugeot
504 Saloon ‑ metallic bronze body, black interior with black steer-
ing wheel, matt black metal base ‑ Excellent Plus (body unmarked
but base does have some paint chips) in Excellent box.  Still a
nice example.

£50 - £70

Lot 2156 - French Dinky made in Spain 011455 (1455) Citroen
CX Pallas ‑ metallic blue body with matt black tailgate panel, black
interior & steering wheel, matt black base, spun hubs ‑ Excellent
Plus (body unmarked but base has various paint chips) in Good
Plus to Excellent a little scuffed on one picture face box.

£40 - £50



Lot 2157 - French Dinky made in Spain 011500 (500) Citroen
2CV ‑ orange body with orange plastic roof, ivory interior with
black steering wheel, matt black base, spun hubs ‑ Excellent
(front of model sun faded to a lighter shade of orange) in Good to
Good Plus creased box.

£30 - £40

Lot 2158 - French Dinky made in Spain 011540 (1540) Renault
14 ‑ metallic lime green body, cream interior with black steering
wheel, satin black base, plastic wheels with metal hubs ‑ Near
Mint to Mint in Excellent box but does have some old glue residue
to one end flap where price label removed.

£30 - £40

Lot 2159 - French Dinky made in Spain 011541 (1541) Ford 
Fiesta ‑ metallic blue body, pale turquoise green windows, cream
interior with black steering wheel, satin black base, plastic wheels
with metal hubs ‑ Mint in Excellent box with some discolouration to
one picture face where label has been removed.  Nice example.

£40 - £50

Lot 2160 - French Dinky made in Spain 011542 (1542) Chrysler
Simca 1308/GT (Sunbeam Alpine) ‑ metallic green body, cream
interior with black steering wheel, metallic silver base, plastic
wheels with metal hubs ‑ Near Mint with small paint mark to
drivers side door & wheelarch in generally Good Plus to Excellent
box with reference label to one end flap.

£30 - £40

Lot 2161 - French Dinky made in Spain 011543 Opel Ascona
(1543) ‑ light orange body, brown interior with black steering
wheel, satin black base, metal hubs with black rubber tyres ‑ 
Excellent to Excellent Plus with rub mark to roof & white paint
mark to passenger side rear wheelarch in Good Plus box with old
glue residue to one end flap where price label removed.

£40 - £50

Lot 2162 - French Dinky 25BV Peugeot D3A Postal Service Van
‑ dark green body & ridged hubs ‑ Excellent Plus in Fair
dirty/stained from storage & creased but still complete box.

£40 - £50

Lot 2163 - French Dinky 29d Panhard Somua Paris Bus ‑ cream
roof, dark green body & ridged hubs ‑ Excellent with some tiny
chips in Good to Good Plus box.

£50 - £60

Lot 2164 - French Dinky 29F 1952 Chausson AP52 Autocar
Coach ‑ ivory & blue body with silver side stripes, 29F baseplate,
blue ridged hubs with white tyres ‑ Excellent with some small paint
chips (tyres dirty but pliable) in Good scuffed box.

£50 - £70



Lot 2165 - French Dinky 32C Panhard Articulated Esso Tanker ‑
dark red tractor unit & trailer with white side stripes, dark red
ridged hubs ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus with rub marks to 
tractor unit cab roof in Fair to Good stained from storage but still
complete box.

£50 - £70

Lot 2166 - French Dinky 32E/583 Berliet Fire Engine ‑ metallic
silver ladder, 2 x detachable cream & red hose reels, number 32E
baseplate, red spun hubs with white tyres ‑ Near Mint with minor
box rub to front bumper silver trim in Excellent Plus blue striped
box with surface tear to base & the number "70" added in ink to
picture face of lid.

£50 - £70

Lot 2167 - French Dinky 33B Simca Cargo Tipper Truck ‑ dark
green cab & chassis with model number 33 cast to base, 
metallic silver tipper body, dark green ridged hubs ‑ Excellent Plus
with some paint blistering to tailgate in Good Plus to Excellent
box.

£60 - £80

Lot 2168 - French Dinky 50 Salev Crane ‑ grey & red body, blue
driver with ivory steering wheel, red jib & hubs (front hubs are
spun rear hubs ridged), yellow front bumper frame & base, 
complete with original string & hook ‑ Mint apart from usual minor
factory assembly marks in Excellent box complete with original
inner card packing piece & leaflet.  Nice example.

£70 - £90

Lot 2169 - French Dinky 70 Covered Dropside Trailer ‑ red 
dropside body & ridged hubs, green tinplate canopy ‑ Mint apart
from a couple of minor factory assembly marks in Good Plus to
Excellent a little stained but crisp box.

£30 - £40

Lot 2170 - French Dinky 90A Richier Diesel Road Roller ‑ yellow
body with red stripe, blue driver with ivory steering wheel, dark
red metal rollers ‑ Excellent Plus with some marks to cab roof in
generally Good Plus a little stained yellow lift off lid box with 
original owners name added in ink to picture face.

£70 - £90

Lot 2171 - French Dinky 564 Renault Estafette Glaziers Pick‑up
Truck "Miroitier" ‑ dark orange body & spun hubs, number 563
baseplate, dark chocolate brown frame complete with original 
mirror & plastic glazing, model also complete with spare wheel &
tyre ‑ Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips to front bumper &
rear of body in Excellent Plus box complete with leaflet.

£80 - £100

Lot 2172 - French Dinky 566 Citroen Police Van ‑ black & white
body, black interior with ivory steering wheel, black plastic base,
black spun hubs, complete with original roof light bulb in opened
greaseproof packet ‑ Near Mint in Good Plus to Excellent detailed
picture box (one inner end flap has detachable number tab 
detached but still present within box) complete with folded 
instruction leaflet.  Nice example.

£160 - £200



Lot 2173 - French Dinky 577 Berliet Cattle Truck ‑ green cab with
metallic brown interior & chassis, green & yellow plastic rear body
complete with 2 x original cows, yellow spun hubs, cream 
chassis mounted spare wheel ‑ overall Near Mint but does have
some rub marks to rear body plastic roof & missing rear 
registration number label in Good to Good Plus detailed picture
box with a couple of tears to end flaps and one inner end flap
missing its detachable number tab.

£60 - £80

Lot 2174 - French Dinky 577 Berliet Cattle Truck ‑ green cab with
metallic brown interior & chassis, green & yellow plastic rear body
complete with 2 x original cows, yellow spun hubs, bare metal
chassis mounted spare wheel ‑ Near Mint with minor rub marks
to rear plastic body roof in Good Plus to Excellent detailed 
picture box with some minor creasing to one corner & small tear
to one inner end flap.

£70 - £90

Lot 2175 - French Dinky 585 Berliet GAK Tipper Truck ‑ blue cab
with silver front flash, cream grille & front bumper, mid‑grey cab
interior & chassis, orange tipper body, mid‑grey spun hubs with
light grey spare wheel ‑ Excellent Plus with scratch to rear of cab
roof in Fair stained but still complete box.

£40 - £50

Lot 2176 - French Dinky 582 Citroen Breakdown Truck ‑ red body,
black tinplate jib with original hook, complete with spare wheel,
35a baseplate, red spun hubs ‑ Mint apart from a couple of minor
factory assembly marks in generally Near Mint box.  Superb 
example.

£60 - £80

Lot 2177 - French Dinky 588 Berliet GAK Flat Truck with Tailboard
‑ yellow cab with silver front flash, grey grille & front bumper,
metallic brown cab interior & chassis, red plastic rear body & 
tailgate, cream spun hubs, complete with original load of crates &
barrels ‑ Near Mint with tiny chip to front corner of cab roof & tiny
chip to passenger side wheelarch in Good Plus to Excellent 
detailed picture box with small puncture hole to one non‑picture
face (one inner end flap complete with detachable number tab).
Nice example.

£70 - £90

Lot 2178 - French Dinky 589 Berliet Breakdown Truck ‑ red cab
with silver front flash, grey grille & front bumper, ivory interior with
black steering wheel, red rear body & number 434 made in 
England Crash Truck chassis, silver‑grey plastic operating wheel,
original black plastic hook, bare metal spun hubs ‑ overall 
Excellent Plus with scratch to rear of cab roof & paint loss to
Crash Truck lettering on base in Excellent Plus detailed picture
box complete with original packing ring & leaflet but one inner end
flap is missing its detachable number tab.

£80 - £100

Lot 2179 - French Dinky 805 Unic Skip Truck ‑ red & black cab, light
grey rear body & chassis, black spun hubs complete with original
plastic Skip & plastic Propane Gas Tank ‑ Near Mint with usual tiny
factory assembly paint chips in Good to Good Plus detailed picture
box with Good inner lower card packing piece (does have tear to
one cut‑out).

£70 - £90



Lot 2180 - French Dinky 886 Richier Road Grader ‑ yellow body
with grey‑green engine, blue driver, grey blade, red plastic hubs
‑ overall Near Mint with usual factory assembly marks in Excellent
blue striped box complete with lower inner card packing piece (lid
a little faded at one end).

£70 - £90

Lot 2181 - French Dinky 899 Delahaye Turntable Fire Engine ‑
red & silver body, number 32D baseplate, red spun hubs with
white tyres ‑ tyres are perished/discoloured but apart from that
model is Near Mint in Good Plus blue striped box complete with
inner card packing.

£60 - £80

Lot 2182 - French Dinky 896 Willeme Articulated Truck & 
Covered Trailer ‑ red tractor unit with orange spun hubs complete
with spare wheel, orange & red trailer, green plastic canopy, 
orange spun hubs ‑ Excellent Plus in Excellent blue striped box
complete with inner card packing.  Still a nice example.

£80 - £100

Lot 2183 - French Dinky 60b S.N.C.A.S.O. Vautour Jet Aircraft ‑
metallic silver body with blue cockpit ‑ Excellent Plus with minor
small scratch to starboard wing & chip to port engine in Good to
Good Plus box.

£40 - £50

Lot 2184 - French Dinky 60D Sikorsky S58 Helicopter "Sabena"
‑ white upper & black lower fuselage ‑ Good Plus with some paint
chips and main rotor is missing its retaining rivet, this has been 
replaced with a small wooden pin in Good Plus a little stained box
complete with inner card packing piece; 80C AMX Tank ‑ military
green body & rollers, 80C baseplate, complete with original black
rubber tracks one of which is still pliable the other perished ‑ 
Excellent in Fair but still complete box with Fair original inner card
packing piece; 814 Panhard AML Armoured Car ‑ matt military
green body & spun hubs, complete with both aerials but one of
which is almost snapped into two pieces ‑ Excellent with some
yellow paint spots to front & rear of model in Good Plus box and
847 clear plastic bag; (4) 847 clear plastic bag containing 
quantity of barrels & crates (12 in total) ‑ all appear Near Mint to
Mint in Fair opened & resealed bag.  (4)

£50 - £70

Lot 2185 - French Dinky 80D Berliet Military Covered Dropside
Truck ‑ matt military green body & ridged hubs, matt green 
number 80D baseplate, complete with both spare tyres ‑ Near
Mint with factory assembly scratch to left hand lower edge of 
tinplate canopy (see photo) in Good Plus box.

£50 - £60

Lot 2186 - French Dinky 80F Renault Military Ambulance ‑ matt
military green body & spun hubs, number 80F baseplate ‑ 
Excellent with some paint chips to front bumper & around rear
door aperture in Good Plus box.

£40 - £50



Lot 2187 - French Dinky 810 Dodge Military Command Car ‑ matt
military green body & spun hubs, olive green plastic canopy, 
complete with original driver, rear seat radio cubicles, aerial, 
camouflage net & unused decal sheet ‑ Mint apart from a couple
of minor factory assembly marks mostly to wheels in Excellent
Plus "camouflage" box.  Superb example.

£80 - £100

Lot 2188 - French Dinky 822 M3 Half Track ‑ matt military green
body & spun front hubs, matt military green metal rollers with 
original & pliable black rubber tracks, complete with original 
plastic gun mounting & machine gun ‑ overall Excellent but does
have some scratches & paint chips to rear of body in Good to Good
Plus detailed picture box with surface tear to one non‑picture face.

£40 - £50

Lot 2189 - French Dinky 824 Berliet Gazelle Military Covered
Dropside Truck ‑ matt military green body & spun hubs ‑ Excellent
to Excellent Plus (would benefit from some patient cleaning) in
generally Excellent detailed picture box with some faint felt tip or
crayon graffiti to end flaps.

£40 - £50

Lot 2190 - French Dinky 827 Panhard FL 10 Armoured Car ‑ matt
military green body & spun hubs ‑ Excellent (would benefit from
some patient cleaning) complete with opened factory greaseproof
packet containing original aerial in Good Plus stained on one 
picture face detailed picture box.

£30 - £40

Lot 2193 - Dinky group of original Instruction Leaflets for the 
following models (1) 157 BMW 2000 Ti Lux; (2) 175 Cadillac 
Eldorado (surprisingly hard leaflet to find); (3) 267 Superior 
Cadillac Ambulance; (4) 285 Merryweather Marquis Fire Tender;
(5) 980 Coles Mobile Crane; (6) French Dinky 884 Brockway 
Military Bridge Builder the reverse of which is a colour printed river
layout (does have some staining & a couple of small tears) ‑ Fair
to Good Plus. (6)

£40 - £50

Lot 2194 - Dinky pair of original Gerry Anderson TV Related 
Instruction Leaflets for the following models: (1) 102 Joe's Car ‑ 
Excellent; (2) 353 S.H.A.D.O. Mobile ‑ Good with some creasing. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 2191 - French Dinky 828 Rocket Firing Jeep ‑ matt military
green body & spun hubs, complete with original plastic driver &
rockets ‑ Near Mint with some paint loss to edge of drivers side
rear wheel in generally Excellent detailed picture box.

£40 - £50

Lot 2192 - French Dinky 890 Berliet Articulated Tank Transporter
‑ matt military green body & ridged hubs, complete with both
spare wheels ‑ overall Near Mint with usual minor factory 
assembly marks to trailer in Good Plus blue striped box complete
with original inner card packing piece.  Still a nice example.

£70 - £90



Lot 2195 - Dinky group of UK Catalogues (1) October 1953 issue
complete with prices ‑ Excellent (catalogue has previously been
fold but otherwise nice and clean; (2) June 1956 without prices ‑
covers are Excellent Plus, contents pages Near Mint to Mint but
please not catalogue is missing both staples which have been 
removed; (3) 1958 with prices ‑ covers Good Plus to Excellent
with original retailers stamp to rear cover, contents pages 
Excellent Plus to Mint; (4) May 1961 issue with prices ‑ covers
are Good, contents pages Excellent to Mint.  (4)

£60 - £80

Lot 2196 - CIJ Norev recent reissue models based on original
French Dinky Toys (1) 4/74/01 Saviem Racehorse Transporter;
(2) C80430 Unic Skip Truck complete with Skip & Propane Gas
Tank ‑ both assumed Mint in Mint & Near Mint factory sealed
boxes and 2 x Atlas Dinky Toys (again reissues of the original
French Dinkys)  (1) 24V Buick Roadmaster; (2) 547 Panhard PL
17 ‑ both Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes. (4)

£60 - £80

Lot 2197 - Matchbox Regular Wheels G5 Military Gift Set ‑ 
containing the following models: (1) 54a Saracen Armoured 
Personnel Carrier ‑ closed rear base, 30‑tread black plastic
wheels; (2) 62a AEC Military Covered Truck ‑ silver trim to head-
lamps only (front bumper remains body colour), 24‑tread black
plastic wheels with crimped axles (incorrect earlier period model,
set should contain rounded axle example); (3) 63a Ford Military
Ambulance ‑ with hole to base, 24‑tread black plastic wheels; (4)
64a Scammell Military Recovery Tractor ‑ bare metal hook,
30‑tread black plastic wheels with rounded axles; (5) 67a Saladin
Armoured Car ‑ 30‑tread black plastic wheels with rounded axles;
(6) 68a Austin Military Radio Truck ‑ silver trim to headlamps &
front bumper, 24‑tread black plastic wheels; (7) Major Pack M3
Thornycroft Mighty Antar Articulated Tank Transporter with 
Centurion Tank load ‑ transporter is without silver trim, 24‑tread
black plastic wheels, tank is gloss black base, grey plastic rollers
with original but perished & damaged grey rubber tracks ‑ apart
from tracks models are Excellent Plus to Mint in Good Plus type
D1 box with Good Plus original inner card packing tray.

£200 - £260

Lot 2198 - Matchbox Regular Wheels G1 Service Station Gift Set
containing (1) 13d Dodge BP Wreck Truck with BP labels ‑ Near
Mint to Mint with a couple of usual minor factory assembly marks;
(2) 32c Leyland BP Tanker ‑ small light green BP labels, chrome
grille & base with tow guide ‑ Near Mint; (3) 56b Fiat 1500 ‑ red
body with silver trim to headlamps & grille only (front bumper 
remains body colour), red interior with front extensions, black
plastic base, 36‑tread black plastic wheels ‑ Excellent (missing
plastic luggage & marks to plastic base); (4) plastic BP Service
Station complete with all components ‑ Near Mint to Mint with
usual minor factory assembly marks complete with Excellent Plus
a little creased printed card forecourt & inner card packing piece
in Good Plus box with tear to one end flap complete with inner
card packing piece and non‑original perspex window.

£120 - £150

Lot 2199 - Matchbox MG1 Matchbox Sales & Service Station ‑
red building with yellow forecourt & roof sign ‑ Good Plus to 
Excellent with marks & discolouration to forecourt in Good Plus to
Excellent type B1 box without Raphael Lipkin trade mark logos.

£60 - £80

Lot 2200 - Matchbox Accessory Pack MG1 Matchbox Sales &
Service Station ‑ rare lemon yellow building with red forecourt &
roof sign ‑ overall Near Mint with usual factory assembly/
manufacturing marks to forecourt in Good Plus a little scuffed &
creased type B1 box with Raphael Lipkin clown logos to picture
faces (minor pencil graffiti to one picture face), also included are
a number of paper road signs for the tow bypass printed card
roadway which are Good to Excellent Plus.  (qty)

£100 - £140



Lot 2201 - Matchbox MF1 Matchbox Fire Station ‑ early issue
with green roof ‑ Near Mint with usual factory assembly glue
marks in Good Plus a little stained & creased type D1 box.

£100 - £130

Lot 2202 - Matchbox MG1 Matchbox BP Service Station with
printed card forecourt ‑ complete with all components, inner card
packing piece & packing/complaints slip ‑ overall Near Mint (glue
showing through labels which are discoloured) in Near Mint to
Mint outstanding condition box.

£70 - £90

Lot 2203 - Matchbox early Moko Lesney toys small scale 
Coronation Coach ‑ generally Near Mint but does have usual box
rub marks to outriders in Excellent very clean but a little creased
on one striker side. This is one of the best boxes we have seen
in a long time.

£30 - £40

Lot 2204 - Matchbox Accessory Pack A1 Esso Petrol Pumps &
Garage Sign ‑ Excellent Plus with a few small chips to one pump
& couple of tiny chips to edge of Garage Sign decals in Good Plus
to Excellent very clean but a little scuffed type B1 box.

£30 - £40

Lot 2205 - Matchbox Accessory Pack A1 BP Garage Pumps &
Garage Sign ‑ plastic parts attached to sprue, sign has BP labels
‑ Excellent with some small paint chips in Excellent very clean but
a little creased type E1 box.

£30 - £40

Lot 2206 - Matchbox Accessory Pack A2 Bedford Articulated Car
Transporter ‑ mid blue tractor unit with hand applied silver trim, mid
blue trailer without braces, thin print "Matchbox Car Transporter"
black lettering, metal wheels ‑ Near Mint with usual minor paint loss
to trailer coupling area in Good Plus type B2 box with a couple of
small puncture holes to one picture face & stain to one striker side
where price label removed. Still a nice example.

£50 - £70

Lot 2207 - Matchbox Accessory Pack A2 Bedford Articulated Car
Transporter ‑ mid blue tractor unit with mask sprayed silver trim,
mid blue trailer with braces & red "Car Collection Ltd" decals,
30‑tread grey plastic wheels with crimped axles ‑ Excellent with
some small paint chips & usual paint loss to trailer coupling area
in generally Good Plus but creased with a couple of small 
puncture holes to picture faces type B2 box.

£40 - £50



Lot 2208 - Matchbox group of Accessory Packs. (1) A3 Private
Lock‑up Garage complete with bare metal locking clip ‑ Near Mint
with a couple of tiny chips in Good type B2 box with large surface
tear to striker side where price label has been carelessly 
removed; A4 set of 8 x British Road Signs ‑ condition varies from
Good Plus to Near Mint in Fair sunfaded type B5 box (one end
flap detached but still present), also complete with original 
factory brown paper bag inner wrapping; (3) Master Models (or
similar) mid blue Garage Service Ramp ‑ Near Mint unboxed.  (3)

£50 - £60

Lot 2209 - Matchbox Accessory Pack A4 Set of 6 ONLY British
Road Signs (see photo) ‑ Excellent Plus to Mint in Good Plus to
Excellent type B2 box.

£30 - £40

Lot 2210 - Matchbox Accessory Pack A5 Home Stores Shop ‑
Excellent Plus with just a few tiny chips to edges of building in 
Excellent type C Lesney box printed by TP Packaging.

£30 - £40

Lot 2211 - Matchbox Major Pack M1 Caterpillar Motor Earth
Scraper ‑ metal hubs with crimped axles ‑ Excellent Plus with
some paint chips to trailer coupling area (cannot be seen when
model on display) in Excellent Plus very crisp but just slightly
scuffed on one striker side type B5 box printed by TP Packaging.
Nice example.

£40 - £50

Lot 2212 - Matchbox Major Pack M1 BP Autotanker ‑ without rear
silver trim, turquoise green windows, gloss black base, 45‑tread
black plastic wheels ‑ Excellent with a few paint chips below cab
windscreen & factory printing error to right hand BP decal in 
Excellent earlier period "New Model" type C box printed by 
Bowaters.

£30 - £40

Lot 2213 - Matchbox Major Pack M2 Bedford Articulated Truck &
Refrigerated Trailer "Walls Ice‑Cream" ‑ mid blue tractor unit with
hand applied silver trim, cream trailer with decals facing front, matt
black base, metal wheels ‑ Excellent with a few tiny chips to trailer
in Good type B3 box with tear to one end flap.

£30 - £40

Lot 2214 - Matchbox Major Pack M2 Bedford TK Articulated Truck
& Trailer "Davies Tyres" ‑ orange tractor unit with silver trim, 
windows have very pale green tint, gloss black base, metallic 
silver trailer with orange chassis & opening rear doors, 24‑tread
black plastic wheels ‑ Near Mint with some factory paint flaws to
rear of trailer roof in Good Plus discoloured "New Model" type C
box printed by Pembroke Abbey.

£50 - £60



Lot 2215 - Matchbox Major Pack M2 Bedford TK Articulated Truck
& trailer "LEP International Transport" ‑ metallic silver tractor unit
with turquoise green windows, gloss black base, metallic crimson
trailer with metallic crimson chassis & opening rear doors,
45‑tread black plastic wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with usual paint loss
to trailer coupling area (cannot be seen when model on display)
in Good to Good Plus clean but creased type E1 box. Rare all
over metallic crimson trailer.

£100 - £130

Lot 2216 - Matchbox Major Pack M3 Thornycroft Mighty Antar 
Articulated Tank Transporter with Centurion Tank load ‑ 
transporter is with silver trim, 24‑tread black plastic wheels with
crimped axles, tank is gloss black base, metal rollers with original
& pliable but a little discoloured grey rubber tracks ‑ apart from
tracks models are Near Mint in Excellent just a little scuffed type
B5 box with small surface tear to one picture face printed by TP
Packaging.  Nice example.

£50 - £60

Lot 2217 - Matchbox Major Pack M5 Massey Ferguson Combine
Harvester ‑ rare early body casting with lower chain sprocket drive
cast, red metal steering wheel, tan driver, thin straight rear 
chassis bar, silver plastic front hubs with black tyres, 30‑tread rear
black plastic wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with a few tiny chips to tynes
in Good Plus a little discoloured & creased type B5 box.

£80 - £100

Lot 2218 - Matchbox Major Pack M6 Scammell Ballast Tractor
with Pickfords Low Loader Trailer ‑ tractor is dark blue body with
mask sprayed silver grille, gloss black base, 24‑tread black 
plastic wheels, maroon trailer with dark blue bogies & drawbar,
24‑tread black plastic wheels ‑ tractor is Near Mint, trailer overall
Excellent but does have some repainting to paint chips on both
swan necks in Fair tape repaired but still complete type B5 box.

£40 - £50

Lot 2219 - Matchbox Major Pack M7 Ford Thames Trailer 
Articulated Cattle Truck ‑ red tractor unit with mask sprayed silver
trim to grille & headlamps only (front bumper remains body
colour), 24‑tead grey plastic wheels, tan trailer with tan rear ramp,
red chassis, 20‑tread grey plastic wheels ‑ Excellent with paint
loss to trailer coupling area & rear ramp somewhat loose but will
stay in the closed position in generally Good Plus clean but
creased type B5 box, printed by TP Packaging.

£40 - £50

Lot 2220 - Matchbox Major Pack M7 Ford Thames Trader 
Articulated Cattle Truck ‑ red tractor unit with full silver trim 
including front bumper, 24‑tread grey plastic wheels, tan trailer
with tan rear ramp, red chassis, 20‑tread grey plastic wheels ‑
Near Mint with chip to rear ramp in Good Plus to Excellent type B5
box (one picture face a little faded) printed by TP Packaging.

£40 - £50

Lot 2221 - Matchbox Major Pack M7 Ford Thames Trader 
Articulated cattle truck ‑ red tractor unit with full silver trim 
including front bumper, 24‑tread grey plastic wheels, tan trailer
with tan rear ramp which has been assembled in reverse, red
chassis, 20‑tread grey plastic wheels ‑ Near Mint (factory 
assembly marks to left hand trailer outside rear wheel) in Good
scuffed type B5 box with a couple of small tears to end flaps
printed by TP Packaging. Rare factory error.

£50 - £70



Lot 2222 - Matchbox Major Pack M7 Ford Thames Trader 
Articulated Cattle Truck ‑ red tractor unit with full silver trim 
including front bumper, 45‑tread black plastic wheels, dark tan
trailer with red rear ramp & chassis, 24‑tread black plastic wheels
‑ Excellent Plus with usual paint loss to trailer coupling area in
Excellent type C Lesney box printed by TP Packaging. Nice 
example.

£60 - £80

Lot 2223 - Matchbox Major Pack M8 Guy Warrior Articulated Car
Transporter "Farnborough Measham" ‑ turquoise tractor unit with
turquoise green windows, gloss black base, orange trailer with
early shaded decals, pale green suspension clip, orange plastic
hubs with grey tyres ‑ Near Mint (some tyres a little loose & usual
paint chips around rear ramp locking clip) in Excellent to Excellent
Plus very clean but just a little scuffed "New Model" type E1 box.
Nice example of this early issue.

£80 - £100

Lot 2224 - Matchbox Major Pack M8 Guy Warrior Articulated Car
Transporter "Farnborough Measham" ‑ turquoise tractor unit with
turquoise green windows, gloss black base, orange trailer with
later black outline decals, very pale green suspension clip, 
orange plastic hubs with grey tyres ‑ Excellent with some paint
chips to edges of trailer body & rear ramp, some tyres also loose
in Good to Good Plus discoloured box.

£40 - £50

Lot 2225 - Matchbox Major Pack M9 Hendrickson Tractor Units
with Cooper Jarrett Inter‑State Double Freighter Trailers ‑ blue
tractor unit with turquoise green windows, gloss black base, grey
trailers with grey opening doors, blue centre bogie, detailed black
plastic wheels without wheel nut mouldings on tractor unit front
wheels ‑ Near Mint apart from rear trailer only Excellent with some
small paint chips & one decal bright yellow the other dark yellow
in Excellent type D1 box with inner card packing tray.

£60 - £80

Lot 2226 - Matchbox Major Pack M9 Hendrickson Tractor Unit with
Cooper Jarrett Inter‑State Double Freighter Trailers ‑ blue tractor
unit with turquoise green windows, gloss black base, metallic silver
trailers with blue opening doors, blue centre bogie, detailed black
plastic wheels with wheel nut mouldings on tractor unit front wheels
‑ overall Excellent with some rub marks/scratches to roof of one
trailer with some paint loss to coupling areas & scratches/rub marks
to one trailer roof in Good Plus a little stained/dirty from storage
type D1 box.

£40 - £50

Lot 2227 - Matchbox Major Pack M9 Hendrickson Tractor Unit
with Cooper Jarrett Inter‑State Double Freighter Trailers ‑ blue
tractor unit with turquoise green windows, gloss black base,
metallic silver trailer with metallic silver rear doors, orange decals,
bare metal centre bogie, 40‑tread black plastic wheels ‑ Excellent
Plus with some rub marks to both trailer roofs in Excellent Plus to
Near Mint type E1 box complete with inner card packing tray. Nice
example.

£100 - £120

Lot 2228 - Matchbox Major Pack M10 Whitlock Dinkum Dumper
‑ red plastic steering wheel, trailer held by BIFF rivet, bare metal
hubs ‑ Near Mint in generally Excellent Plus type D1 box printed
by Pembroke Abbey.

£30 - £40



Lot 2229 - Matchbox King Size K1 Weatherill Hydraulic 
Excavator ‑ yellow body with silver grille, black metal wheels with
grey tyres ‑ Near Mint in Excellent type D1 box printed by 
Pembroke Abbey.  Very nice example.

£50 - £70

Lot 2230 - Matchbox King Size K1 Foden Hoveringham Tipper
Truck ‑ red cab & chassis, full silver trim to grille, headlamps &
front bumper, turquoise green windows, gloss black base, pale
green suspension springs, orange tipper body with Hoveringham
decals, red plastic hubs with black tyres ‑ Near Mint (tyres loose
a couple of which are very loose) in Good Plus clean but creased
on both striker sides "New Model" type D1 box printed by TP
Packaging.

£50 - £60

Lot 2231 - Matchbox King Size K1 Foden Hoveringham Tipper
Truck ‑ red cab & chassis, full silver trim to grille, headlamps &
front bumper, turquoise green windows, gloss black base, pale
green suspension springs, orange tipper body with Hoveringham
decals, red plastic hubs with black tyres ‑ Excellent Plus with a
couple of tiny chips, tyres very loose & held into position using
Plasticine in Good scuffed & complete "New Model" type D1 box.

£30 - £40

Lot 2232 - Matchbox King Size K2 Muir Hill Site Dumper ‑ red
body with white shaded decals (right hand decal has only partial
shading), black metal wheels with grey plastic tyres ‑ Excellent
Plus (grille & headlamps along with radiator filling cap all neatly
repainted silver) in Good to Good Plus a little faded at one end
type C Lesney box printed by Pembroke Abbey with small tear to
one end flap & price label to one picture face.

£30 - £40

Lot 2233 - Matchbox King Size K2 Muir Hill Site Dumper ‑ red
body with cream shaded decals, black metal hubs with grey tyres
‑ Mint apart from a couple of minor factory assembly marks in
Good Plus a little discoloured type D1 box printed by Pembroke
Abbey.

£50 - £60

Lot 2234 - Matchbox King Size K2 Muir Hill Site Dumper ‑ red
body with white shaded decals, black metal hubs with grey 
plastic tyres ‑ Near Mint with a couple of tiny pin size chips in
Good Plus a little discoloured type D1 box printed by Pembroke
Abbey with original price added in blue ink to one end flap.

£50 - £60

Lot 2235 - Matchbox King Size K2 KW‑Dart Dump Truck ‑ dark
green windows, tractor unit base without trailer coupling braces ‑
Excellent Plus with a few tiny chips to rear tipper body & tyres
very loose in Excellent a little scuffed "New Model" type E2 box
complete with inner card packing tray.

£40 - £50



Lot 2236 - Matchbox King Size K2 KW‑Dart Dump Truck ‑ dark
green windows, bare metal engine & exhaust with "gunmetal" 
effect, tractor unit base with trailer coupling braces ‑ Excellent with
a few tiny chips, front headlamps very neatly painted silver and
tyres very loose all now contained within box in generally Good
Plus a little discoloured & creased "New Model" type E2 box 
complete with inner card packing tray.

£30 - £40

Lot 2237 - Matchbox King Size K3 Caterpillar Bulldozer ‑ yellow
body, dark red engine, red plastic rollers with original but perished
green rubber tracks ‑ apart from tracks model is Excellent Plus
with scratch to top of radiator grille & radiator filler cap very neatly
repainted silver in Good Plus to Excellent type D1 box printed by
Pembroke Abbey with small puncture hole & old glue residue from
price label to one end flap & crease across blue striker side.

£40 - £50

Lot 2238 - Matchbox King Size K3 Hatra Tractor Shovel ‑ orange
body with upright "Hatra" cab decals, turquoise green windows ‑
Excellent Plus (tyres very loose and now contained within box) in
Good Plus to Excellent a little scuffed "New Model" type E1 box.

£40 - £50

Lot 2239 - Matchbox King Size K4 McCormick International 
Tractor ‑ red body without silver trim to headlamps, red plastic
hubs ‑ Near Mint (tyres very loose now contained within box and
scratch to top of steering wheel) in Good to Good Plus creased at
one end & a little discoloured type D1 box.

£40 - £50

Lot 2242 - Matchbox King Size K5 Foden Dump Truck ‑ yellow
body with silver grille, red plastic hubs ‑ Excellent with some small
paint chips & front tyres very loose now contained within box in
Good type E1 box with ink graffiti to one end flap & one picture
face.

£20 - £30

Lot 2243 - Matchbox King Size K6 Allis‑Chalmers Motor Earth
Scraper ‑ orange body with silver trim to headlamps & front
bumper, red engine, bare metal hubs ‑ Excellent with some small
paint chips in Good type C box printed by Pembroke Abbey.

£30 - £40

Lot 2240 - Matchbox King Size K4 McCormick International 
Tractor ‑ red body without silver trim to headlamps, red plastic
hubs ‑ overall Near Mint (but three tyres very loose and now 
contained within box) in Excellent Plus to Near Mint type E1 box
with minor glue residue to one end flap where price label 
removed.

£50 - £60

Lot 2241 - Matchbox King Size K5 Foden Dump Truck ‑ yellow
body with silver grille, bare metal hubs ‑ Near Mint with a couple
of chips to tipper rests in Good Plus type C Lesney box printed by
Pembroke Abbey with a couple of small tears to end flaps.

£50 - £60



Lot 2244 - Matchbox King Size K7 Curtiss Wright Rear Dumper
‑ yellow tractor unit & trailer, dark red engine, bare metal hubs ‑
Excellent to Excellent Plus with usual paint chips to trailer 
coupling area & tipper rests in generally Good type C Lesney box
but does have a couple of tears to inner end flaps one of which is
partially but not completely detached.

£40 - £50

Lot 2245 - Matchbox King Size K7 Curtiss Wright Rear Dumper
‑ yellow tractor unit & trailer, dark red engine, bare metal hubs ‑
Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips to upper edge of tipper
body & tipper rests in Good Plus to Excellent type E1 box.

£40 - £60

Lot 2246 - Matchbox King Size K7 Curtiss Wright Rear Dumper
‑ yellow tractor unit & trailer, dark red engine, bare metal hubs ‑
Good Plus with some paint chips particularly around trailer swan
neck coupling in Good very clean but missing one end flap type
E1 box.

£20 - £30

Lot 2247 - Matchbox King Size K8 Scammell Ballast Tractor with
Low Loader Trailer & Bulldozer Load "Laing" ‑ dull orange ballast
tractor with thin lettered Laing decals, short square cab door 
decals, with silver trim to grille & front bumpers, dark turquoise
green windows, metallic silver base, bare metal hubs, trailer is
dull orange body with rare early this lettered "Laing Civil 
Engineering Contractors" decals, black drawbar, bare metal hubs,
tractor is yellow body with dark red engine, bare metal rollers with
original & pliable but just a little discoloured green rubber tracks
‑ ballast tractor & trailer are Near Mint, Caterpillar tractor is 
Excellent with scratch to hood in Good type D1 box complete with
inner card packing piece.

£100 - £140

Lot 2248 - Matchbox King Size K8 Scammell Ballast Tractor with
Low Loader & Caterpillar Tractor Load "Laing" ‑ bright orange 
ballast tractor with silver trim to grille & headlamps, thick lettered
decals, tall cab door decals, pale green windows, metallic silver
base, bare metal wheels, trailer is bright orange with thin lettered
decals, black drawbar, bare metal hubs, Caterpillar Tractor is 
yellow body, dark red engine, bare metal rollers with original but
perished green rubber tracks ‑ ballast tractor is Near Mint with
minor black marks below left hand cab windscreen, trailer 
Excellent Plus with a few tiny chips to upper edge, Caterpillar 
tractor is Excellent in Fair to Good stained type D1 box with a 
couple of small tears to pull‑out inner tray which is also missing
its inner card packing piece.

£70 - £90

Lot 2249 - Matchbox King Size K8 Scammell Ballast Tractor with
Low Loader Trailer & Caterpillar Tractor Load "Laing" ‑ ballast
tractor is bright orange body with silver grille & headlamps, thick
lettered decals, tall cab door decals, pale green windows, trailer
is bright orange with thick lettered decals, black drawbar, 
metallic silver base, bare metal hubs, Caterpillar tractor is yellow
body, dark red engine, bare metal rollers with original & pliable
green rubber tracks ‑ ballast tractor is Mint, trailer Near Mint with
a couple of tiny chips to upper edge of body, Caterpillar tractor is
Excellent Plus with a couple of chips to hood in generally 
Excellent just a little scuffed type D1 box complete with inner card
packing piece. Nice example.

£120 - £150



Lot 2250 - Matchbox King Size K9 Aveling Barford Diesel Road
Roller ‑ green body & base, red plastic driver, red metal rollers ‑
Excellent Plus with usual paint chips to edge of rear rollers in Good
a little faded type E1 box printed by Bowaters with a couple of
small tears to end flaps & small puncture hole to one striker side.

£40 - £50

Lot 2251 - Matchbox King Size K10 Aveling Barford Tractor
Shovel ‑ turquoise blue body with separately cast air filter, dark
red seats, bare metal hubs ‑ Excellent with some chips to 
hydraulic rams & bucket in generally Good to Good Plus creased
at one end type E1 box.

£30 - £40

Lot 2252 - Matchbox King Size K10 Aveling Barford Tractor
Shovel ‑ turquoise blue body without separately cast air filter, dark
red seats, red plastic hubs ‑ Near Mint (tyres very loose) in 
Excellent Plus to Near Mint rare type E3 box with colour picture
end flaps. Superb example of this rare late issue model & box.

£130 - £160

Lot 2253 - Matchbox King Size K12 Foden BP Heavy Wreck
Truck ‑ green body with silver trim to grille headlamps & front
bumper, separately cast roof sign, yellow jib, rare clear windows,
gloss black base, red plastic hubs ‑ Near Mint (tyres loose) in 
generally Excellent clean but a little creased type D1 box printed
by Pembroke Abbey.

£150 - £200

Lot 2256 - Matchbox King Size K15 Merryweather Turntable Fire
Engine ‑ red body with silver trim to grille headlamps & front
bumper, Kent Fire Brigade Engine No.15 decals, light grey ladder,
gloss black base without tow guide, red plastic hubs ‑ Excellent
with some paint chips to cab roof, tyres also very loose & 
contained within box in Good a little faded type E2 box.

£30 - £40

Lot 2257 - Matchbox Accessory Pack A1 Castrol Garage Service
Ramp ‑ Excellent (blue showing through label which is 
discoloured) in Good Plus to Excellent type F pictorial window box
complete with inner card packing tray.

£15 - £20

Lot 2254 - Matchbox King Size K13 ERF Concrete Mixer
"Readymix" ‑ rare matt orange body & barrel, with silver trim,
turquoise green windows, gloss black base, bare metal hubs ‑
overall Near Mint but does have chip to edge of one barrel decal
in Good Plus type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey illustrating
model with small white diamond decals to barrel.

£80 - £100

Lot 2255 - Matchbox King Size K14 Taylor Jumbo Crane ‑ yellow
body with front bumper decal, yellow ballast box, dark green 
windows, red plastic hubs ‑ Mint apart from a couple of minor 
factory assembly marks in Good Plus creased along blue striker
side type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey.

£30 - £40



Lot 2258 - Matchbox King Size K1 O&K Excavator ‑ Excellent
with scratches to rear of engine cover & some chips to cab roof
in Excellent Plus type F pictorial window box (box exceptionally
clean but unfortunately the inner tray has become partially 
detached).

£30 - £40

Lot 2259 - Matchbox King Size K1 O&K Hydraulic Excavator ‑
Good Plus with some paint chips & tyres very loose in Good Plus
discoloured type F pictorial window box (inner tray partially 
detached).

£10 - £20

Lot 2260 - Matchbox King Size K2 KW‑Dart Dump Truck ‑ dark
green windows, tractor unit base with trailer coupling braces ‑ 
Excellent Plus with a few tiny chips to trailer & tyres very loose in
Excellent Plus to Near Mint type E window box with Mint pictorial
inner card packing tray. Scarce late issue box variation.

£50 - £70

Lot 2261 - Matchbox King Size K2 Scammell Contractor Esso
Heavy Wreck Truck ‑ white body with red plastic grille, amber
roof‑lights, turquoise green windows, red jibs, bare metal base,
red plastic hubs, factory error centre axle has only 3 hubs & tyres
fitted (i.e. one right hand wheel hub & tyre assembly has not been
fitted by the factory) ‑ Excellent Plus with some paint chips to jibs
& tyres very loose) in Excellent type F pictorial window box. Rare
& unusual factory error.

£40 - £60

Lot 2262 - Matchbox King Size K2 Scammell Contractor Esso
Heavy Wreck Truck ‑ white body with red plastic grille, amber 
windows & roof lights, red jibs, bare metal base, red plastic hubs
‑ Excellent Plus with a few tiny chips in Good Plus to Excellent
pictorial window box.

£40 - £60

Lot 2263 - Matchbox King Size K3 Hatra Tractor Shovel ‑ orange
body with upright Hatra cab door decals, turquoise green 
windows, red plastic hubs ‑ Near Mint to Mint with usual tiny factory
assembly paint chips in generally Good Plus type E window box
(pencil/ink graffiti partially erased using a rubber which has taken
away some of the yellow box print, perspex window also
creased/torn) with Near Mint inner pictorial card tray, model still tied
down onto tray using original dark grey factory plastic clip. Rare
box variation.

£40 - £50

Lot 2264 - Matchbox King Size K3 Hatra Tractor Shovel ‑ orange
body with upright cab door decals, turquoise green windows, red
plastic hubs ‑ Excellent Plus with some paint chips to hydraulic
rams in Excellent to Excellent Plus type E window box with Near
Mint to Mint inner pictorial card tray.

£40 - £50



Lot 2265 - Matchbox King Size K3 Massey Ferguson Tractor &
Farm Tipping Trailer ‑ tractor is Mint, trailer Near Mint with a 
couple of usual minor factory assembly paint chips to chassis,
minor small casting flaw to left hand side of tipper body & tyres a
little loose in Near Mint to Mint type F pictorial window box with
original price added in pencil to top of box.  Outstanding example.

£60 - £80

Lot 2266 - Matchbox King Size K3 Massey Ferguson Tractor &
Farm Tipping Trailer ‑ tractor is Excellent (rear tyres perished),
trailer is Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips & a couple of
minor factory casting flaws to trailer loadbed in Excellent Plus type
F pictorial window box with some damage to inner card tray.

£30 - £40

Lot 2267 - Matchbox King Size K4 GMC Fruehauf Hopper Train
‑ turquoise green windows, trailers have early type 1 labels, matt
black King Size K4 tractor unit base ‑ Near Mint with factory paint
flaw to hood & some tyres a little loose in generally Excellent but
a little stained type E window box with Mint inner pictorial card
packing tray.  Still a nice example.

£70 - £90

Lot 2268 - Matchbox King Size K4 Leyland Tipper Truck "LE
Transport" ‑ maroon cab & chassis (not dark red), amber 
windows, ivory interior, chrome grille & base, metallic silver 
tipper body, red plastic hubs ‑ Near Mint unboxed (a couple of
tyres very loose).

£20 - £30

Lot 2269 - Matchbox King Size K4 Leyland Tipper Truck "LE
Transport" ‑ dark red cab & chassis (not maroon), amber 
windows, ivory interior, chrome grille & base, metallic silver 
tipper body, red plastic hubs ‑ Excellent Plus with a few tiny pin
size chips to wheelarches & a couple of tyres a little loose in Good
Plus type F pictorial window box with matching model artwork.

£30 - £40

Lot 2270 - Matchbox King Size K4 Leyland Tipper Truck "Wates"
‑ burnt orange cab & chassis with semi‑matt paint finish, amber
windows, ivory interior, chrome grille & base, pale lime green 
tipper body (same colour as Superfast 28a Mack Dump Truck),
red plastic hubs ‑ overall Near Mint with a couple of tiny chips to
edge of cab roof which is also a little "tacky" from storage in Good
Plus to Excellent a little stained & creased type F pictorial 
window box illustrating maroon & silver model with Wates labels.
Still a nice example of this rare colour combination.

£80 - £100

Lot 2271 - Matchbox King Size K5 BP Racing Car Transporter ‑
overall Near Mint but does have some small factory assembly
scratches to roof glazing panel in Excellent Plus type F pictorial
window box.

£40 - £60



Lot 2272 - Matchbox King Size K6 Mercedes Benz Binz 
Ambulance ‑ off white body with hood & door decals, light blue
windows, ivory interior complete with patient on stretcher, gloss
black base, chrome hubs ‑ Good Plus with some paint chips but
only very minor reaction between front plastic hubs & rubber tyres,
the rear hubs have virtually no reaction whatsoever in Good type
E pictorial window box with Excellent Plus pictorial inner card tray.

£20 - £30

Lot 2273 - Matchbox King Size K6 Mercedes Benz Binz 
Ambulance ‑ off white body with hood & door decals, light blue
windows, ivory interior complete with patient on stretcher, gloss
black base, chrome hubs ‑ Excellent Plus with some paint chips
to base (plastic hubs have very little reaction with rubber tyres) in
Excellent to Excellent Plus type F pictorial window box.  Nice 
example.

£40 - £60

Lot 2274 - Matchbox King Size K7 Shelvoke & Drewry Refuse
Truck ‑ red cab & chassis with silver trim, clear windows, ivory 
interior, metallic silver rear body with Cleansing Service decals,
satin black base without tow guide, red plastic hubs ‑ Near Mint
with minor small blue paint mark to roof of rear opening hatch &
front tyres very loose in Excellent a little stained at one end type
E window box with Near Mint to Mint pictorial inner card tray.

£40 - £50

Lot 2275 - Matchbox King Size K7 Shelvoke & Drewry Refuse
Truck ‑ red cab & chassis with silver trim, clear windows, ivory 
interior, metallic silver rear body with Cleansing Service labels,
gloss black base with tow guide ‑ Near Mint (tyres very loose) in
Good Plus type F pictorial window box.

£30 - £40

Lot 2276 - Matchbox King Size K8 Guy Warrior Articulated Car
Transporter "Farnborough Measham" ‑ lemon yellow Tractor Unit
& Trailer, turquoise green windows, gloss black base, trailer has
harder to find bright red suspension spring ‑ Good Plus to 
Excellent with paint chips to edge of trailer in Excellent to 
Excellent Plus type E window box (box exceptionally clean but
there is some creasing/distortion to perspex window) complete
with Excellent inner pictorial card packing tray.

£40 - £50

Lot 2277 - Matchbox King Size K8 Guy Warrior Articulated Car
Transporter "Farnborough Measham" ‑ lemon yellow Tractor Unit
& Trailer, turquoise green windows, matt black base, trailer has
ivory suspension spring ‑ Good Plus with some paint chips in 
Excellent type E window box  complete with Good inner pictorial
card packing tray (tray exceptionally clean but unfortunately 
missing one end flap).

£25 - £35

Lot 2278 - Matchbox King Size K8 Caterpillar Traxcavator ‑ lemon
yellow body, orange hydraulic rams & bucket, black plastic rollers
with original & pliable dark green rubber tracks, complete with
original blue plastic driver ‑ Excellent with a few tiny chips around
cab area & scratch to top of right hand hydraulic ram in Excellent
Plus to Near Mint type F pictorial window box.

£30 - £40



Lot 2279 - Matchbox King Size K8 Caterpillar Traxcavator ‑ lemon
yellow body, orange hydraulic rams & bucket, black plastic rollers
with original & pliable dark green rubber tracks, complete with
original blue plastic driver but seat locking pin broken so driver
now loose ‑ generally Good Plus with some repainting around cab
area & right hand rear track guards bent out of shape in Excellent
Plus type F pictorial window box.

£20 - £30

Lot 2280 - Matchbox King Size K9 CLAAS Combine Harvester ‑
green body with decals, red tynes, dark yellow plastic steering
wheel, red plastic hubs ‑ Excellent Plus with a few small paint
chips in Excellent Plus "New Model" type E window box with Mint
inner pictorial card packing tray.  Still a nice example.

£40 - £60

Lot 2281 - Matchbox King Size K10 Scammell Contractor 
Articulated Pipe Truck ‑ dark yellow tractor unit with cab door 
decals, black plastic grille, turquoise green windows, early bare
metal "K10/19" base, clear plastic suspension, red plastic hubs,
complete with load of 6 x grey plastic pipes ‑ Excellent Plus
(would benefit from cleaning as a little dusty/dirty from display,
elastic band has also perished on to the centre of the pipes) in
Good Plus "New Model" type E window box with Excellent Plus
inner pictorial card packing tray (perspex box window detached
but still present).

£40 - £60

Lot 2282 - Matchbox King Size K10 Scammell Contractor 
Articulated Pipe Truck ‑ dark yellow tractor unit with cab door 
decals, black plastic grille, turquoise green windows, later bare
metal base without model number but with "Scammell Contractor"
cast, clear plastic suspension, red plastic hubs, complete with 6
x grey plastic pipe load ‑ tractor unit is Excellent to Excellent Plus
with a few paint chips to rear of cab & cab roof, trailer & pipes
Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus a little distorted "New Model" type
E window box with Excellent a little stained inner pictorial card
packing tray.

£30 - £40

Lot 2283 - Matchbox King Size K11 Fordson Super Major 
Tractor & Farm Tipping Trailer ‑ blue Tractor with silver grille, blue
steering wheel, light grey Tipper Trailer with blue chassis, orange
plastic hubs ‑ Good Plus with some paint chips & tyres very loose
in Good Plus type E window box with Excellent pictorial inner card
packing tray.

£20 - £30

Lot 2284 - Matchbox King Size K11 Fordson Tractor & Farm 
Tipping Trailer ‑ blue tractor with silver grille, blue steering wheel,
light grey tipper with blue chassis, orange plastic hubs ‑ overall
Excellent with some paint chips to tractor, tyres very loose & held
in position using Plasticine in Good Plus type E window box 
complete with Near Mint rear inner pictorial card packing tray but
missing slide‑out card display tray.

£20 - £30

Lot 2285 - Matchbox King Size K11 DAF Articulated Car 
Transporter ‑ metallic blue tractor unit, windows have pale blue
tint, ivory interior, bare metal grille & base, metallic gold trailer
with foil labels & black plastic upper deck chocks, red plastic hubs
‑ Excellent Plus with some paint chips to rear ramp & 
surrounding area in Excellent Plus type F pictorial window box
(original retail price added in pencil to bottom right corner).

£70 - £90



Lot 2286 - Matchbox King Size K11 DAF Articulated Car 
Transporter ‑ lemon yellow tractor unit, light blue windows, ivory
interior, bare metal grille & base, burnt orange trailer with lemon
yellow upper deck & rear ramp, foil labels & bright red plastic
upper deck chocks, red plastic hubs ‑ overall Excellent but does
have a number of paint chips & tyres very loose in Good to Good
Plus stained type F pictorial window box.

£30 - £40

Lot 2287 - Matchbox King Size K12 Foden BP Heavy Wreck
Truck ‑ green body with silver trim to grille & front bumper only
(headlamps remain body colour), roof sign cast as part of body
casting, turquoise green windows, yellow jib, gloss black base,
red plastic hubs ‑ Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips to
upper edge of rear body, factory silver paint marks to left hand
front wing & tyres very loose in Excellent type E window box with
small surface tear to one end flap where price label carelessly 
removed, complete with Excellent Plus just a little creased inner
pictorial card packing tray.  Still a nice example.

£40 - £60

Lot 2288 - Matchbox King Size K12 Scammell Routeman Crane
Truck ‑ yellow body with "Laing" labels, clear cab windows, ivory
interior, dark green crane cab windows, bare metal base, red 
plastic hubs ‑ Excellent with paint chips to cab roof & tyres very
loose in Excellent very clean but creased type F pictorial window
box with some damage to inner card tray to allow removal of
model.

£30 - £40

Lot 2289 - Matchbox King Size K14 Taylor Jumbo Crane ‑ dark
yellow body & jib with front bumper decal, red ballast box, dark
green windows, red plastic hubs ‑ Excellent Plus with a few tiny
chips mostly to edge of jib in Good Plus creased type E window
box with Excellent Plus inner pictorial card packing tray.

£30 - £40

Lot 2290 - Matchbox King Size K16 Dodge Tractor Unit with Twin
Tipper Trailers ‑ tractor unit has turquoise green windows, clear
plastic suspension spring ‑ Excellent Plus (glue showing through
right hand labels which are discoloured & tyres very loose) in
Good Plus to Excellent a little distorted early type E window box
with white plastic vac‑form inner plastic tray.

£60 - £80

Lot 2291 - Matchbox King Size K16 Dodge Tractor Unit with Twin
Tipper Trailers ‑ tractor unit has turquoise green windows, clear
plastic suspension spring ‑ overall Excellent with some paint chips
to both tipper bodies & tractor unit paintwork is "tacky" from 
storage in Excellent Plus "New Model" type E window box with
some distortion to perspex window complete with Good inner 
pictorial card packing tray (tray is incomplete missing two large
areas above the locking cut‑outs for both trailers.  Complete with
rare outer plain brown transit carton embossed "K16" on one end
flap, the opposite end flap has "UJ313 U3485" reference number
which is generally Good Plus with some staining to one side &
the number "57" added in blue ink (please note this outer box is
wider than the model box and not a snug fit).

£70 - £90



Lot 2292 - Matchbox King Size K17 Ford D‑Series Articulated
Low Loader with Case Bulldozer load ‑ green tractor unit with 
Taylor Woodrow door & cab rear decals, dark green windows, red
roof light, bare metal grille & K17 base, dark yellow fuel tanker
trailer release bar, clear plastic suspension spring, green trailer
also with clear plastic suspension spring, red plastic hubs, 
bulldozer has rear Taylor Woodrow decal but without cab decals,
yellow plastic rollers with original but perished green rubber tracks
‑ apart from tracks bulldozer is Near Mint with chip to tow hook,
trailer Mint, tractor unit Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips
in Good Plus to Excellent early type E window box with white
vac‑form plastic inner packing tray.  Still a nice example.

£70 - £90

Lot 2293 - Matchbox King Size K19 Scammell Contractor Tipper
Truck ‑ red cab & chassis with cab door decals, black plastic grille,
turquoise green windows, dark yellow tipper body, bare metal
"Scammell Contractor" base, red plastic hubs with clear plastic
suspension spring ‑ Near Mint (tyres very loose) in Good Plus
stained/discoloured type E window box with Excellent Plus inner
pictorial card packing tray (this is the early design tray where the
model would originally have been held in position using a plastic
clip, but unfortunately this clip is now missing).

£30 - £40

Lot 2294 - Matchbox King Size K20 Ford D‑Series Articulated Flat
Truck with Ford Tractor load ‑ red tractor unit with dark green 
windows, red roof light, rare red fuel tank trailer release bar, bare
metal base without model number cast, clear plastic suspension
spring, red trailer with clear plastic suspension spring, red plastic
hubs, all three tractors are blue body & engine cover, yellow 
plastic hubs ‑ Excellent with paint loss to trailer coupling area and
some chips to tractors particularly their exhaust stacks & hoods in
Good creased/distorted "New Model" type E window box with 
pictorial header card illustrating operating instructions, inner 
pictorial card packing tray is incomplete and only Fair.

£50 - £60

Lot 2295 - Matchbox King Size K21 Mercury Cougar ‑ metallic
gold body, clear windows, red interior, bare metal base, chrome
hubs with black rubber tyres, early body casting without central
cut‑out below radiator grille ‑ Excellent Plus with scratch to roof in
Near Mint "New Model" type E pictorial window box illustrating pink
model, complete with Mint inner card packing tray.  Nice example
without any reaction between plastic hubs & rubber tyres.

£60 - £80

Lot 2296 - Matchbox King Size K21 Mercury Cougar ‑ metallic
gold body with cast open slot below centre of grille, clear 
windows, red interior, bare metal base, chrome hubs ‑ Excellent
(front plastic hubs have reacted with rubber tyres) in Excellent
Plus to Near Mint type F pictorial window box.

£40 - £50

Lot 2297 - Matchbox Super Kings K5 Muir Hill Tractor & Tipping
Trailer ‑ dark yellow tractor with light amber windows, red interior
complete with original early issue blue driver from K8 Caterpillar
Traxcavator, red plastic hubs, dark yellow trailer with red chassis,
large diameter detailed red plastic hubs ‑ tractor is Mint, trailer
Near Mint with black paint mark to corner of tipper body in Near
Mint 1971 copyright "New" type I window box complete with both
inner card packing trays.  Superb example.

£40 - £60



Lot 2298 - Matchbox Super Kings K8 Caterpillar Traxcavator ‑
dark yellow body, dark indigo blue driver (darker than normal), 
orange hydraulic arms & bucket, black plastic rollers with original
& pliable black rubber tracks ‑ Near Mint with a couple of factory
assembly marks around cab area & mark to rear label in 
Excellent a little stained 1971 copyright "New" type I box.

£30 - £40

Lot 2299 - Matchbox Super Kings K9 CLAAS Combine Harvester
‑ red body with red labels, lemon yellow tynes, light tan driver, 
yellow plastic steering wheel & hubs, matt red base ‑ Near Mint
to Mint (tyres a little loose) in Excellent 1971 copyright "New" type
I box.

£40 - £60

Lot 2300 - Matchbox Speed Kings K21 Mercury Cougar Dragster
‑ pink body, clear windows, white interior & tow bar, bare metal
base ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus with box rub marks to roof in 
Excellent to Excellent Plus 1970 copyright "New" type H box.

£50 - £70

Lot 2301 - Matchbox Super Kings K21 Ford Transcontinental
Covered Dropside Truck & Drawbar Trailer "Weetabix" ‑ yellow
cab with yellow Ford front label, white plastic cab roof, blue roof
lights, amber windows, black interior, blue dropside body with dark
navy blue Weetabix tampo print, white chassis, chrome 5‑spoke
wheels, matching trailer has blue‑grey drawbar ‑ Near Mint to Mint
with usual minor ink transfer from inner card tray to yellow vinyl
canopies in Excellent Plus "New" 1978 copyright blue window
box.  Superb example.

£40 - £50

Lot 2302 - Matchbox Super Kings K21 Ford Transcontinental
Covered Dropside Truck & Drawbar Trailer "Weetabix" ‑ yellow
cab with yellow Ford front label, white plastic cab roof, blue roof
lights, amber windows, black interior, blue dropside body with mid
blue Weetabix tampo print, white chassis, chrome 5‑spoke
wheels, matching trailer has black drawbar ‑ Near Mint with a 
couple of tiny pin size factory assembly paint chips to chassis in
Near Mint to Mint "New" 1878 copyright blue window box. Superb
example of this rare tampo print colour variation.

£70 - £90

Lot 2303 - Matchbox Super Kings K21 Ford Transcontinental
Covered Dropside Truck & Drawbar Trailer "Danzas" ‑ yellow cab
with Danzas cab door labels but without front Ford label, white
plastic cab roof, light amber windows & roof‑lights, black interior,
yellow dropside body with dark blue vinyl canopies, dark blue
chassis, chrome 5‑spoke wheels, matching trailer has blue‑grey
drawbar ‑ Mint apart from a couple of minor factory assembly
marks in Excellent Plus 1978 copyright "New" blue window box.
Superb example.

£80 - £100
Lot 2304 - Matchbox Super Kings K21 Ford Transcontinental
Covered Dropside Truck & Drawbar Trailer "Continental" ‑ yellow
cab with yellow Ford front label, white plastic cab roof, blue
roof‑lights, light amber windows, black interior, yellow dropside
body, dark green vinyl plastic canopy with red striped tampo print,
white chassis, chrome 5‑spoke wheels, matching trailer has
blue‑grey drawbar ‑ Near Mint with usual minor factory assembly
marks along with a couple of tiny chips to front bumper in 
Excellent 1981 copyright blue window box with crease to rear of
box where header card has been folded down in the past.

£30 - £40



Lot 2305 - Matchbox Super Kings K21 Ford Transcontinental
Covered Dropside Truck & Drawbar Trailer "Continental" ‑ yellow
& white cab with white plastic cab roof, light amber roof‑lights,
light amber windows, black interior, yellow dropside body, dark
green vinyl plastic canopy with rare white stripe tampo print, blue
chassis, chrome 5‑spoke wheels, matching trailer has gloss black
front steerable bogie with blue‑grey drawbar ‑ Mint apart from
usual minor factory assembly marks in Excellent Plus to Near Mint
1981 copyright blue window box. Outstanding example of this rare
colour combination.

£80 - £100

Lot 2306 - Matchbox Super Kings K21 Ford Transcontinental
Covered Dropside Truck & Drawbar Trailer  "Santa Fe" ‑ dark blue
cab with mid blue Ford front label & Santa Fe cab door labels,
white plastic cab roof with blue roof‑lights, light amber windows,
black interior, white dropside body with white vinyl plastic
canopies, white chassis, Maltese Cross wheels, matching trailer
has blue‑grey drawbar ‑ Excellent Plus (marks to inside of cab
glazing in Excellent very clean but just a little creased around the
corners), 1981 copyright blue window box.

£40 - £60

Lot 2307 - Matchbox Super Kings K21 Ford Transcontinental
Covered Dropside Truck & Drawbar Trailer "Polara" ‑ green cab
with "Polara" cab door labels but without front "Ford" label, white
plastic cab roof with blue roof‑lights, light amber windows, black
interior, green dropside body with vinyl plastic canopies, white
chassis, chrome 5‑spoke wheels, matching trailer has blue‑grey
drawbar ‑ Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in
Near Mint 1981 copyright blue window box with original 
Woolworths retailers price label showing the unbelievably 
discounted price of £1.99, representing an incredible reduction
from the recommended retail price. Outstanding example.

£40 - £60

Lot 2308 - Matchbox Super Kings K21 Ford Transcontinental
Covered Dropside Truck & Drawbar Trailer German export issue
"Barenmarke" ‑ dark green cab without front Ford label, white
plastic cab roof with blue roof‑lights, light amber windows, black
interior, green dropside body with vinyl plastic canopies, white
chassis, chrome 5‑spoke wheels, matching trailer has blue‑grey
drawbar ‑ truck is Near Mint to Mint with usual minor factory 
assembly marks, trailer Excellent with paint chips to steerable
front bogie wings in Excellent Plus 1981 copyright blue window
box.

£50 - £70

Lot 2309 - Matchbox Super Kings K21 Ford Transcontinental
Road Train Covered Dropside Truck & Twin Drawbar Trailers
"3‑in‑One Britains No.1 Oil" promotional issue ‑ yellow & white
cab with yellow Ford front label, white plastic cab roof with blue
roof‑lights, light amber windows, black interior, yellow dropside
body with white vinyl plastic canopies, truck has white grille & front
base/chassis unit with gloss black rear chassis, chrome 5‑spoke
wheels, matching trailers with gloss black steerable front bogies
& blue‑grey drawbars ‑ truck is Near Mint with a couple of usual
minor factory assembly paint chips, trailers are Excellent Plus with
some factory assembly paint chips to front bogie wheelarches in
Near Mint "New" 1978  copyright blue window box, 2nd trailer is
unboxed but does have a cut‑down blue window box inner card
tray to assist with storage. Also included is the original chrome
promotional card box in generally Good Plus but creased 
condition, 2 x empty unused 125ml oil tins & original company
promotional studio photograph of the model with oil tins in the
background (see extra photos). Our vendor worked for E R
Howard Ltd based in Stowmarket Suffolk at the time this model
was commissioned from Lesney Products and informs us that the
models were supplied from the factory in blue window boxes
which were then unpacked and broken down and repacked into
the promotional chrome boxes to provide the 3 unit road trains.
Superb example of one of the hardest to find promotional models
from this period.

£400 - £600



Lot 2310 - Matchbox Speed Kings K22 Dodge Charger Dragster
‑ orange body with "Bender" door & trunk labels, clear windows,
white interior & tow hook, bare metal base ‑ Near Mint to Mint in
Excellent Plus 1971 copyright type I box.

£50 - £70

Lot 2311 - Matchbox Super Kings K25 Muir Hill Digger & Plough
‑ bright orange body with dull orange blade, light amber windows,
red interior with white driver, red plastic hubs ‑ Excellent Plus with
a few tiny factory assembly paint chips to right hand rear wing &
tow hook in Excellent "New" 1976 copyright type J box complete
with inner card packing tray.

£30 - £40

Lot 2312 - Matchbox Super Kings K25 Muir Hill Digger & Plough
‑ yellow body & rear hydraulic arm, without hood labels, red 
plastic plough with yellow & black hazard labels, light amber 
windows, red interior with white driver, red plastic rear bucket, red
plastic hubs ‑ Excellent Plus with usual factory assembly paint
chips in Excellent to Excellent Plus 1981 copyright blue window
box with some creasing/distortion to perspex window. Surprisingly
hard to find late issue model.

£40 - £50

Lot 2313 - Matchbox Speed Kings K28 Drag Pack Gift Set 
containing (1) Mercury Commuter ‑ metallic green body with red
plastic roof‑rack, clear windows, red interior, bare metal base, spiro
wheels; (2) K21 Mercury Cougar Dragster ‑ metallic 
magenta body, clear windows, white interior, bare metal base (door
& trunk labels removed & tow hook incomplete); (3) Car Trailer ‑
dark yellow plastic trailer with lemon yellow chassis, spiro wheels
(roof‑rack & tow hook bent out of shape) ‑ all are Good Plus to 
Excellent with additional decals applied to original non‑Matchbox
decals applied to both cars in Fair heavily creased/worn but still
complete 1971 copyright type H window box with Poor to Fair 
damaged black plastic inner vac‑form tray and empty 1981 
copyright blue window box for the KP‑1 range of cars. Excellent.  (3)

£20 - £30

Lot 2316 - Matchbox Superfast G7 Car Ferry Gift Set ‑ 
containing plastic car ferry "Heron" only but missing all cars &
trailers ‑ Excellent Plus with some marks to deck in generally
Good Plus box with small surface tear to one side complete with
inner card packing piece flag & packing/complaints slip.

£50 - £60

Lot 2314 - Matchbox Super Kings K42 Caterpillar Traxcavator
Road Ripper ‑ yellow body, black plastic cage with No.1 roof label,
white driver, black rollers with original & pliable black rubber tracks
‑ Excellent Plus with some paint chips to road ripper rear 
attachment in generally Good Plus creased "New" 1978 copyright
dark blue window box.

£20 - £30 Lot 2315 - Matchbox Superfast G1 BP Service Station Gift Set ‑
containing (1) 13a Dodge BP Wreck Truck with small dark blue
outline Esso labels (from No.71a Ford Esso Heavy Wreck Truck),
small diameter 5‑spoke wide wheels with black axles clips; (2)
15a Volkswagen Beetle Rally Car ‑ metallic red body with thin 
racing number 137 door labels, cast front plate without Monte
Carlo decal, ivory interior, bare metal base with split rear bumper,
5‑spoke narrow wheels; (3) 32a Leyland BP Tanker ‑ green cab
& chassis, white tank with "Burmah" labels (from No.63b 
Freeway Gas Tanker", silver‑grey grille & base, hollow 5‑spoke
narrow wheels without tread pattern cast & black front axle clip ‑
all Near Mint to Mint (tanker has usual factory assembly paint
chips/marks), set also includes Matchbox BP Service Station &
printed card forecourt in Near Mint factory shrink‑wrap type G box
(shrink‑wrap has split across one striker side & box has some
minor distortion/creasing to corners). Outstanding example 
containing rare model variations.

£400 - £600



Lot 2317 - Matchbox Superfast G17 Car Ferry Gift Set ‑ 
containing plastic car ferry Olympus but missing all cars & trailers
‑ Near Mint to Mint complete with flag & unused flag label sheet,
complaints/packing slip & inner card packing piece in Good Plus
to Excellent but a little stained on striker sides box.

£40 - £60

Lot 2318 - Matchbox Superfast 1b Mod Rod ‑ lemon yellow body
with wild cat hood label, dark amber windows, orange interior,
bare metal base, red wheels ‑ overall Near Mint but does have
some slight chrome loss to engine in Mint "New" type H box.

£20 - £30

Lot 2319 - Matchbox Superfast 6a Ford Pick‑up Truck ‑ red body
with white grille, ivory interior, gloss black base, 5‑spoke wide
wheels ‑ Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks to
rear plastic canopy in Mint late issue type G box without "New" to
end flaps.  Superb example.

£40 - £50

Lot 2320 - Matchbox Superfast 7b Hairy Hustler Roman Numeral
issue ‑ yellow body with red & black tampo print, dark amber 
windows, chrome interior, gloss black base ‑ Near Mint with 
factory casting flaw to right hand front wing in Good Plus to 
Excellent clean but creased type I box without "New".

£20 - £30

Lot 2321 - Matchbox Superfast 9b AMX Javelin (US Issue 
Cambuster) ‑ dark blue body with white racing number 1 tampo
print to both sides of body but without tampo print to roof, black
hood scoop, dark amber windows, dark yellow interior, bare metal
base without model number cast, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Mint in Near
Mint type I box without "New".

£40 - £60

Lot 2322 - Matchbox Superfast 12b Setra Coach ‑ lemon yellow
body with thin rear bumper casting, white roof, turquoise green
windows, ivory interior, hollow small diameter 5‑spoke narrow
wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny pin size factory 
assembly paint chips & minor faint scratch to rear of roof in Near
Mint "New" type G box with minor small black felt tip pen mark to
upper edge of one picture face.  Still a nice example of this rare
issue.

£70 - £100

Lot 2323 - Matchbox Superfast 25a Ford Cortina ‑ metallic dark
blue body, ivory interior, bare metal base, hollow small diameter
5‑spoke narrow wheels ‑ Near Mint (tow hook a little bent out of
shape) in Excellent "New" type G box with original Woolworths
retailers price label to one picture face.

£100 - £120

Lot 2324 - Matchbox Superfast 27a Mercedes 230 SL ‑ darker
yellow body with low arches, red interior, bare metal base, hollow
small diameter 5‑spoke narrow wheels ‑ Mint apart from tiny pin
size factory assembly paint chip to passenger side front 
wheelarch in Near Mint "New" type H box.

£30 - £40



Lot 2325 - Matchbox Superfast 32b Maserati Bora twin pack
issue ‑ metallic yellow‑gold body, clear windows, dark yellow 
interior, silver painted base without model number cast, 5‑arch
wheels ‑ generally Mint but does have some factory paint flaws to
roof in Near Mint "New" type I box.

£50 - £70

Lot 2326 - Matchbox Superfast 33a Lamborghini Miura ‑ metallic
gold body, clear windows, red interior, bare metal base, solid
5‑spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast ‑ Near Mint to Mint
in Near Mint "New" type G box.

£50 - £70

Lot 2327 - Matchbox Superfast 35a Merryweather Marquis Fire
Engine ‑ bright red body, rare beige grille & base, 5‑spoke wide
wheels with black twin rivet axle clips ‑ Near Mint with some 
factory assembly marks to glazing in Excellent Plus late issue
type G box without "New" to end flaps.

£70 - £90

Lot 2328 - Matchbox Superfast 36b Hot Rod Draguar ‑ metallic
red body without engine braces but with rear "Draguar" foil trunk
label, clear canopy, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5‑spoke wide
wheels ‑ Near Mint with a couple of tiny factory assembly paint
chips to rear bumper in Excellent Plus type G box without "New"
to end flaps.

£20 - £30

Lot 2329 - Matchbox Superfast 36b Hot Rod Draguar ‑ metallic
candy pink body with engine braces & with "Draguar" trunk foil label,
light amber canopy, pale yellow interior, bare metal base, 5‑spoke
wide wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with some chrome loss to engine air
intake in Excellent Plus type G box without "New" to end flaps.

£30 - £40

Lot 2330 - Matchbox Superfast 44b Ford Boss Mustang (US Issue
Cobra Mustang) ‑ dark green body with white stripe tamp print,
dark amber windows, chrome interior, bare metal base without
model number cast, Maltese Cross wheels ‑ Near Mint with factory
paint flaws to rear trunk spoiler in Mint "New" type I box.

£30 - £40

Lot 2331 - Matchbox Superfast 44b Ford Boss Mustang (US
Issue Cobra Mustang) ‑ dark orange body with black & white "The
Boss" tampo print, dark amber windows, chrome interior, bare
metal base without model number cast, Maltese Cross wheels ‑
Near Mint with tiny pin size factory assembly paint chip to upper
edge of drivers side front wing & some usual minor factory tampo
print flaws in Mint "New" type I box.

£30 - £40

Lot 2332 - Matchbox Superfast 46a Mercedes 300 SE Coupe ‑
metallic gold body with cast shut doors, ivory interior, bare metal
base, solid 5‑spoke narrow wheels, rear wheels with tread 
pattern cast, front wheels without ‑ Mint in Good to Good Plus
creased & a little scuffed type F3 transitional box.

£20 - £30



Lot 2333 - Matchbox Superfast 46b Stretcha Fetcha Ambulance
(US issue Viper Van) ‑ lime green body with black & white tampo
print, light amber windows, pale yellow interior, white base 
without model number cast, Maltese Cross wheels ‑ Mint apart
from tiny pin size factory assembly paint chip to rear edge of roof
in Good discoloured "New" type I box.

£30 - £40

Lot 2334 - Matchbox Superfast 54b Ford Capri twin pack issue ‑
orange body & hood, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal
base with tow hook brace, 5‑spoke wide wheels with narrow black
slots ‑ Near Mint (base does not quite sit flush with lower edge of
body across the door & sill areas) in Near Mint "New" type H box.

£30 - £40

Lot 2335 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 12d Citroen CX Estate twin
pack issues ‑ both are yellow body with blue & red "Team 
Matchbox" hood tampo print, red interior, gloss black base,
dot‑dash wheels (1) clear windows ‑ Near Mint to Mint in Near
Mint "New" type L box; (2) windows have smoke grey tint ‑ 
overall Near Mint with some minor factory paint flaws to roof in
Excellent a little creased & opened at one end blue window box
with original Woolworths retailers price label. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 2336 - Matchbox Superfast 30d Leyland Articulated Truck
promotional issue "Pauls" ‑ red windows, white grille, 5‑arch
wheels ‑ Mint in Good Plus opened at one end blue window box
and 42c Mercedes Container Truck German market issue
"Karstadt" ‑ dark blue body, dark blue windows, dark blue 
container without opening doors, bare metal base ‑ Mint in Good
Plus 1979 copyright German window box with generic header
card roadway illustration. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 2337 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 18a Field Car (US issue
Bushwacker) ‑ both are black racing number 179 tampo print,
black textured roof, black interior, matt black base, chrome
4‑spoke wide wheels (1) dark orange body ‑ Mint in Mint factory
sealed blister pack complete with Good outer factory trade box
sleeve (please note only one blister pack model included with the
pack the other five models are missing); (2) lighter orange body ‑
Mint unboxed apart from a couple of usual minor factory 
assembly marks. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 2338 - Matchbox Superfast 10b Ford Mustang Piston 
Popper (US issue Hot Popper) ‑ yellow body with red & black
flame tampo print, dark amber windows, white interior, bare metal
base without model number cast ‑ Mint in Good Plus factory
sealed 1980 copyright US issue blister pack (crack to left hand
side of blister & some discolouration to rear of backing card) 
complete with Good Plus a little stained plain brown outer trade
pack sleeve (please note only one blister packed Hot Popper is in-
cluded with this pack the other five models are missing) and 44b
Ford Boss Mustang (US issue Cobra Mustang) ‑ dark green body
with white stripe tampo prints, dark amber windows, chrome 
interior, bare metal without model number cast, Maltese Cross
wheels ‑ Mint in Excellent 1980 copyright European issue blister
pack with price label to top corner of backing card. (2)

£30 - £40



Lot 2339 - Matchbox Superfast 5 x 3c Porsche 911/930 Turbo ‑
all are 5‑arch wheels (1) red body with black & white racing 
number 90 tampo print, light amber windows, dark tan interior,
gloss black Macau base ‑ Mint in Good Plus a little creased "New"
type K box; (2) as (1) but gloss black body with red & gold racing
number 90 tampo print ‑ Mint in Near Mint to Mint type K box 
without "New"; (3) white body with dark blue & red Boss racing
number 14 tampo print to hood & roof, doors have dark blue 
racing number 14 tampo print, amber windows, dark tan interior,
gloss black Macau base ‑ Near Mint with some minor 
discolouration to body around tow hook & upper edges of doors
in Good to Good Plus yellow MB28 Japanese market window box;
(4) white body with dark blue & red Boss racing number 14 hood
& roof tampo print, dark blue racing number 14 door tampo print
with square outline, clear windows, dark blue interior, gloss black
Macau base ‑ Mint in Near Mint factory sealed blue window box;
(5) red body with 911 Turbo tampo print, clear windows, dark tan
interior, gloss black Thailand base ‑ Mint in Excellent blue graph
paper window box. (5)

£40 - £50

Lot 2340 - Matchbox Superfast group of Cars.  (1) 1d Dodge
Challenger Dragster ‑ yellow body with red & black "Toyman"
tampo print, black roof, clear windows, red interior & hood scoop,
light grey Macau base, dot‑dash wheels; (2) 20b Range Rover
Police Patrol "Securite Rallye Paris‑Dakar 83" ‑ metallic pearl
desert sand body with "Securite" hood tampo print, frosted 
windows with smoke grey tint, red spinner & roof sign, gloss black
Lesney England base, Maltese Cross wheels ‑ Mint in Excellent
factory sealed blue window box; (3) 55d Ford Cortina ‑ red body
with cast shut doors, glow windows, white interior, metallic silver
Lesney England base, dot‑dash wheels ‑ Mint in Excellent Plus
opened at one end blue window box. (3)

£60 - £70

Lot 2341 - Matchbox Superfast twin pack TP‑110 containing 37e
Matra Rancho ‑ burnt orange body with white & blue "Surf 2" side
tampo print, clear windows, black interior, gloss black Macau
base, narrow profile 5‑arch wheels, complete with black & orange
Inflatable Dinghy on white plastic Trailer ‑ Mint in Near Mint 
factory sealed 1983 copyright blue blister pack.

£30 - £40

Lot 2342 - Matchbox Superfast group of made in Bulgaria issues.
(1) 25a Ford Cortina ‑ metallic blue body, clear windows, black
interior, matt black Bulgaria base, dot‑dash wheels; (2) as (1) but
green body; (3) 33a Lamborghini Miura ‑ green body, clear 
windows, black interior, silver painted Bulgaria base, dot‑dash
wheels ‑ all Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent factory
sealed blister packs. (3)

£60 - £80

Lot 2343 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 25a Ford Cortina made in 
Bulgaria issues ‑ both are clear windows, silver painted Bulgaria
base, dot‑dash wheels (1) blue body; (2) red body ‑ both are Near
Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus factory sealed blister packs
(one blister cracked at one end).  (2)

£40 - £60

Lot 2344 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 25a Ford Cortina made in 
Bulgaria issues ‑ both are clear windows, dot‑dash wheels (1)
metallic blue body, red interior, silver painted Bulgaria base ‑ 
Excellent with crack to rear window in Good Plus to Excellent 
factory sealed blister pack; (2) metallic red body, matt black 
Bulgaria base ‑ Near Mint to Mint in Excellent factory sealed 
blister pack. (2)

£40 - £50



Lot 2345 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 25a Ford Cortina made in 
Bulgaria issues ‑ both are clear windows, black interior, silver
painted Bulgaria base, dot‑dash wheels (1) metallic green body ‑
Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus factory sealed blister pack with
some marks to front of backing card; (2) metallic gold body ‑ Near
Mint to Mint in Excellent Plus factory sealed blister pack. (2)

£40 - £60

Lot 2346 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 75c RAF Seasprite Rescue
Helicopter made in Bulgaria issues ‑ all are orange plastic 
Bulgaria base (1) metallic silver body, clear windows; (2) metallic
blue body, lime green windows; (3) metallic green body, lime
green windows ‑ all Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent
Plus factory sealed blister packs. (3)

£60 - £80

Lot 2347 - Matchbox Superfast Walt Disney Series WD‑3 Goofy's
Volkswagen Beetle ‑ yellow body with red tampo print, early issue
Goofy figure with ears separate from arms, matt black Hong Kong
base ‑ Mint in Excellent Plus factory sealed blister pack with small
minor stain to rear of backing card.

£30 - £40

Lot 2348 - Matchbox Superfast complete set of 12 x Walt Disney
Series Character Vehicles (1) WD‑1 Mickey's Fire Engine; (2)
WD‑2 Donald Duck's Beach Buggy; (3) WD‑3 Goofy's VW 
Beetle; (4) WD‑4 Mini Mouse's Cadillac Convertible; (5) WD‑5
Mickey's Jeep with "Mickey's Mail Jeep" hood tampo print; (6)
WD‑6 Donald Duck's Police Jeep; (7) WD‑7 Pinocchio's Travelling
Theatre"; (8) WD‑8 Jiminy Cricket's Car; (9) WD‑9 Goofy's Sports
Car; (10) WD‑10 Goofy's Train; (11) WD‑11 Donald Duck's Ice
Cream Van; (12) WD‑12 Mickey's Racing Car ‑ all generally Near
Mint to Mint with Hong Kong bases in Good Plus to Near Mint 
factory sealed blister packs. (12)

£120 - £150

Lot 2351 - Matchbox King Size K2 Scammell Contractor Esso
Heavy Wreck Truck ‑ metallic gold body with bright red grille,
amber windows & roof‑lights, red jib, bare metal base, red plastic
hubs ‑ Excellently Plus with some paint chips to jibs & operating
frame in Good Plus type F pictorial window box with some 
damage to inner card tray. Rare transitional issue.

£150 - £200

Lot 2349 - Matchbox Superfast pair of Popeye Series Character
Vehicles (1) CS‑13 Popeye's Spinach Wagon; (2) CS‑14 Bluto's
Road Roller ‑ both Near Mint to Mint in Excellent factory sealed
blister packs and Walt Disney Series WD‑5 Mickey's Jeep with
"MM" blue flower hood tampo print ‑ Near Mint unboxed. (3)

£30 - £40

Lot 2350 - Matchbox Superfast 1975 copyright 48‑Car Carry
Case with 3 x yellow plastic trays only (fourth tray missing) 
containing 12 x various vehicles (see photo) including 2 x twin
pack Mercedes Truck & Trailers (1) "Transcontinental Haulage
Co"; (2) "IMS International Haulage"; 18a Field Car ‑ light orange
body with chequer board hood label, black textured roof, black in-
terior, matt black base, chrome 4‑spoke wide wheels; 24a Rolls
Royce Silver Shadow Japanese market issue ‑ metallic gold body
with high arches, ivory interior, gloss black base, 5‑spoke wide
wheels; 28a Mack Dump Truck ‑ early balloon profile spiro wheels
with maroon front axle clip; 43a Pony Trailer twin pack issue ‑ 
orange body with horses head labels, dark chocolate brown ramp,
gloss black base; 55b Mercury Commuter Police Car with Police
shield hood label but without side labels, plus three further 
similar models ‑ Excellent Plus to Mint unboxed, case is Excellent.
(12 + case)

£80 - £100



Lot 2352 - Matchbox Superfast PM‑3 Roadway Playmat ‑ Mint
unused plastic playmat in Good Plus a little faded 1978 copyright
box.

£10 - £15

Lot 2353 - Matchbox Models of Yesteryear G‑5 Famous Cars of
Yesteryear gift set empty box only ‑ generally Excellent but does
have small surface tear to front of box where price label removed.

£10 - £15

Lot 2354 - Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y4 1930 Duesenberg
Model J Town Car pre‑production colour trial ‑ dark lime green
body with cast open roof cross, black roof & interior, chrome front
& rear bumpers without model number cast, cast open front air
horns, light lime green chassis with model number & copyright
date cast, chrome 24‑spoke wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with just a
few tiny pin size factory assembly paint chips (rear bumper has
been glued into position rather than spun down by the factory but
the front bumper & body have been factory spun) in Excellent
Plus to Near Mint woodgrain window box.

£500 - £600

Lot 2355 - Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group of 3 x Code 3
issues.  (1) Y12 Ford Model T Van "Joblin" ‑ dark green body, matt
black roof, black seats, gloss black base without model number
cast, light gold 12‑spoke wheels ‑ Mint in Excellent to Excellent
Plus straw window box complete with certificate showing this to
be model number 20 of only 1000 produced in 1985.  This livery
depicts the line drawing to the reverse of the straw window box;
(2) as (1) but very rare tan/beige body, maroon 12‑spoke wheels
‑ Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint straw window box; (3) Y5 Talbot
Van "Cowells of London & Ipswich the Specialist Printers" ‑ white
body with matt black roof, tan seats, gloss black base, 12‑spoke
wheels which have been repainted black rather than in original
black plastic ‑ Excellent (has been partially over varnished) in
generally Good Plus to Excellent a little creased straw window
box complete with certificate showing this to be number 151 of
only 250 produced; (4) Y3 Ford Model T Tanker "Imperial Sludge
Company" ‑ Mint in Good Plus maroon window box showing this
to be number 434 of the limited number produced. (4)

£50 - £70

Lot 2356 - Matchbox group of mostly Trade Catalogues.  1973
issue trade catalogue in red vinyl folder complete with January
1973 price list ‑ covers are Good Plus, contents pages Excellent
to Near Mint; 1988 & 1989 trade catalogues ‑ both Near Mint to
Mint; 1983 trade catalogue ‑ covers are Good Plus with wear to
spine, contents pages Near Mint to Mint; 3 x Matchbox Models of
Yesteryear The Collection fold‑out leaflets (1) 1985 (has been
folded in half); (2) 1986 (again has been folded in half); (3) 1987
‑ Fair to Good Plus and 1981 "New Model Kits" brochure ‑ Good
Plus to Excellent. (8)

£30 - £40 Lot 2357 - Matchbox 1964 Catalogue ‑ covers are Good with "
foxing" to rear cover, contents pages Near Mint to Mint and 1979
issue "The Matchbox Annual" ‑ covers are Excellent, contents
pages Near Mint to Mint. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 2358 - Triang Spot‑on No.120 Fiat Multipla ‑ turquoise green
body, ivory interior & steering wheel, matt mid grey base ‑ 
Excellent Plus with a few tiny chips to passenger side hinges &
lower edge of passenger side sill in generally Good Plus box with
some old glue residue to one side & minor small tear to one end
flap. Nice example.

£60 - £80



Lot 2359 - Triang Spot‑on 259 Ford Consul Classic ‑ sky blue
body with opening sunroof, red interior with black steering wheel,
light grey base ‑ Excellent with some small paint chips &
scratches to opening roof panel in Poor incomplete box (missing
one end flap tab) complete with folded collectors card.

£60 - £80

Lot 2360 - Budgie Toys 244 Morris Breakdown Truck ‑ mid blue
body, yellow jib & tool box, yellow base & hubs, complete with
original hook ‑ Excellent Plus with corrosion to spot‑lamp & chip
to roof sign decal in Fair tape repaired but still complete box.

£40 - £50

Lot 2361 - Unconfirmed manufacturer British European Airways
"BEA" plastic Doll with sleeping eyes, jointed legs & arms ‑ approx
6" (15cm) tall ‑ Good to Good Plus unboxed with some 
discolouration to uniform & mild staining to face. A rare 1960's
survivor. Along with BEA London‑Paris picture map pointing out
places of interest along the flight path ‑ covers are Good, 
contents pages generally Near Mint.  (2)

£10 - £20

Lot 2362 - Pathfinder 1/43rd scale PFM13 1966 Morris Oxford ‑
dark Yukon grey body, RAF blue interior, black base ‑ Excellent
(dashboard loose within interior & both side sill chrome strips are
peeling away from body) in Good Plus to Excellent box complete
with foam packing and certificate showing this to be No.41 of only
600 models produced.

£30 - £40

Lot 2363 - Russian Diecast pair of 1980's issue models. (1)
Moskvitch 427 Estate Car ‑ mid grey body with "Moskvitch 
Autoexport Rally Service" tampo print, clear windows, ivory 
interior, mid grey base ‑ Mint apart from minor black paint mark to
edge of roof caused during the factory tampo printing process &
factory casting flaw to drivers side rear door pillar in Fair worn but
still complete window box and Volga GAZ 24‑02 Aeroflot Airport
"Follow Me" Estate Car ‑ tan body with maroon side stripes, burnt
orange hood & roof, semi‑translucent seat with white rear load
area, white plastic hubs (discoloured to a pale grey/ivory), grey
metal base ‑ Near Mint in Fair worn but still complete box.  (2)

£50 - £60

Lot 2364 - Russian Diecast 1/43rd scale Lada Niva 2121 ‑ green
body, black interior & plastic base, complete with beige & light
grey trailer with black plastic base ‑ Excellent Plus (model 
virtually unmarked but unfortunately hood is loose but can still be
displayed with hood either open or closed as desired in generally
Fair to Good worn but still complete window box stamped "CEH
1992" to inside of one end flap.

£30 - £40

Lot 2365 - JRD group of recent 1980's re‑issue models (1) 227
Citroen 2CV Van "Direction Departmental De L' Equipement 64"
‑ orange body with amber roof‑light, matt black tinplate base, spun
hubs with white tyres; (2) 230 Citroen 2CV Fire Service Van "Ville
De Bormes" ‑ red body with blue roof‑light, red base, spun hubs
with white tyres; (3) 181 Citroen DS19 Taxi ‑ black body with dark
red roof, white roof sign, gloss black tinplate base, spun hubs with
white tyres; (4) 405 Citroen Traction Avant Fire Service Car ‑ red
body with blue roof‑light, matt black tinplate base, spun hubs with
black tyres ‑ all Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus
boxes.  (4)

£60 - £80



Lot 2366 - Quiralu recent 1980's re‑issue 3 x Citroen ID19 
Estate Cars ‑ all are black plastic base, spun hubs with white tyres
(1) light orange body with white roof; (2) RAF blue body with white
roof; (3) Ambulance ‑ ivory body with red roof cross ‑ all Near Mint
to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (3)

£60 - £80

Lot 2367 - Quiralu group of 3 x recent 1980's re‑issue Citroen ID19
Estate Cars ‑ all are black plastic base, spun hubs (1) "Ovomaltine"
‑ dark orange body with white roof, white tyres; (2) "GPA" ‑ mid‑grey
body with white roof; (3) "Thann Hand‑Ball Club 40 Years" ‑ yellow
body with white roof, without windows fitted, black tyres ‑ all Near
Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (3)

£60 - £80

Lot 2368 - Trax 8001K Holden FJ Sedan "1954 Redex Trial" ‑
very pale yellow body, red interior, gloss black Hong Kong base ‑
Near Mint to Mint with usual minor factory tampo print flaws in
Good window box.

£10 - £20

Lot 2369 - Solido 176 McLaren Can‑Am ‑ orange body with white
plastic rear wing, dark blue windscreen, cast metal hubs ‑ Mint
complete with unused decals sheet in Excellent Plus window box,
inner card tray has some damage/tears and only Good to Good
Plus and 186 Porsche 917 ‑ light blue body with Gulf racing 
number 2 decals, cast metal hubs ‑ Near Mint to Mint complete
with unused decal sheet in Excellent a little creased window box,
inner card tray is damaged/torn and only Fair.  (2)

£50 - £60

Lot 2370 - Solido group of Racing Cars. (1) 199 March 707 ‑ red
body with STP racing number 77 decals, green plastic rear wing ‑
Mint in generally Excellent window box but does have one small
tear to top corner of box; (2) 13 Matra Simca 670 Winner of the
1972 Le Man 24 hour race ‑ blue & white body with racing number
15 decals ‑ Mint complete with unused decal sheet in Excellent
Plus window box, inner card tray has tear to one end and Good
Plus; (3) 14 Matra Simca 670 2nd place finish 1972 Le Man
24‑hour race ‑ blue & white body with racing number 14 decals ‑
Mint complete with unused decal sheet in Excellent Plus window
box, inner card tray is torn at one end and only Good.  (3)

£50 - £70

Lot 2371 - Solido group of Racing Cars. (1) 17 Gulf Mirage ‑ light
blue & orange body with racing number 5 decals ‑ Excellent Plus
complete with unused decal sheet in Good creased & torn at one
end window box (racing number 5 nose decal is starting to peel
away from body); (2) 18b Porsche 917/10 ‑ yellow body with
Bosch decals, red base ‑ Near Mint to Mint with factory paint flaw
to rear engine cover in Good Plus to Excellent window box with
some creasing to perspex window; (3) 181 Alpine Rallye 1600 ‑
metallic blue body, yellow tinted windows, cast metal hubs ‑ 
Excellent Plus with 2 paint chips to roof complete with unused
decal sheet in Excellent window box with some slight creasing to
perspex window.  (3)

£30 - £40



Lot 2372 - Solido group of Cars.  (1) 21 Matra Bagheera ‑ yellow
body, black interior ‑ Mint in Near Mint window box but does have
original retailers price label to front; (2) 25 BMW 3.0 CLS Rallye
‑ white body with racing number 51 decals, black interior & base,
complete with unused decal sheet ‑ Mint in Excellent Plus 
window box with original retailers price label to front; (3) 37 
Renault 17 TS Rally Car ‑ blue body with "Rallye Du Maroc" 
racing number 6 decals, black interior ‑ Near Mint (passenger side
rear wing decals starting to peel away from body) complete with
unused decal sheet in Excellent window box with small tear to
one end flap tab & small tear to inner card packing tray. (3)

£60 - £80

Lot 2373 - Welsotoys large scale friction drive Vauxhall Cresta ‑
mid‑blue plastic body, red & cream tinplate interior, black tinplate
base, black plastic wheels ‑ overall Near Mint with some minor
box rubs to roof but please note friction drive motor has jammed
and non‑operational in Good stained/discoloured from storage
box with small tear to one end flap.  Still a very nice example for
display.

£60 - £80

Lot 2374 - Triang 1/20th scale battery‑operated plastic Jaguar
2.4 litre Saloon ‑ maroon body, ivory interior ‑ Excellent Plus in
Good lift off lid box complete with lower card plinth.

£70 - £90

Lot 2375 - Triang 1/20th scale battery‑operated plastic 2.4 litre
Jaguar Saloon ‑ scarce dark midnight blue body (not black), ivory
interior ‑ Excellent Plus in generally Good Plus box with some
scuffs & staining to lid, complete with lower card plinth & 
instruction leaflet.

£80 - £120

Lot 2376 - Triang 1/20th scale battery‑operated plastic Jaguar
2.4 litre Saloon ‑ dark red body, tartan tinplate interior ‑ Excellent
Plus in Fair plain white lift off lid box complete with inner card
plinth & mini catalogue leaflet (lid has extensive pencil & ink 
graffiti).

£50 - £70

Lot 2377 - Triang Minic M004 1/20th scale battery‑operated 
plastic Jaguar 2.4 litre Saloon ‑ scarce dark midnight blue plastic
body (not black), tartan tinplate interior ‑ Excellent to Excellent
Plus (tyres would benefit from cleaning & rear numberplate decal
applied low by the factory) in generally Good but scuffed/
discoloured from storage harlequin end flap box complete with
inner card packing plinth only.

£80 - £100

Lot 2378 - Triang 1/20th scale battery‑operated plastic MGA ‑
turquoise body, original windscreen, ivory interior, chrome wire
wheel hubs ‑ overall Excellent with some slight distortion to 
windscreen, interior would also benefit from cleaning in Good Plus
lift off lid box complete with inner card plinth.

£80 - £100



Lot 2379 - Triang Minic M003 1/20th scale battery‑operated 
plastic MGA ‑ ivory body with original windscreen, red interior,
chrome wire wheel hubs ‑ Good Plus with what appears to be 
factory glue marks to each wheel hub & small crack to rear edge
of body below trunk in Fair to Good creased & dirty from storage
harlequin end flap box with small tear to one inner end flap, 
complete with inner card packing plinth.

£80 - £100

Lot 2380 - Triang Minic 1/20th scale battery‑operated plastic 
Sunbeam Rapier ‑ RAF blue body ‑ Good Plus (chassis a little
distorted and does not sit flush with body) in Good lift off lid box
with REPRODUCTION inner card plinth.

£40 - £50

Lot 2381 - Triang Minic 1/20th scale battery‑operated plastic 
Sunbeam Rapier ‑ scarce dark red body ‑ Excellent with some
rub marks to roof in Good Plus a little discoloured/stained from
storage lift off lid box complete with inner card plinth.

£80 - £100

Lot 2382 - Triang 1/20th scale battery‑operated plastic Ford
Zephyr Convertible ‑ pale grey‑blue body, cream interior ‑ Good
Plus with some factory "flow‑lines" to the plastic body, whitewall
tyres discoloured & interior dirty from storage in Fair dirty/
discoloured from storage lift off lid box complete with inner card
plinth, box lid is for the Saloon version but has factory 
"Convertible" over label.  Also included is a Fair catalogue leaflet.

£70 - £90

Lot 2383 - Triang 1/20th scale battery‑operated plastic Austin
Healey 100/6 ‑ grey‑blue body with original windscreen, ivory 
interior, chrome plated wire wheel hubs ‑ Excellent (apart from
windscreen is missing both locking tabs) in Good lift off lid box
complete with inner card plinth & "blue" factory label to lid, 
Excellent instruction leaflet & Fair folded 1959 catalogue.

£50 - £70

Lot 2384 - Triang Minic 1/20th scale battery‑operated plastic
Vauxhall Victor ‑ green plastic body, tartan tinplate interior ‑ Near
Mint (couple of tyres require cleaning) in Good lift off lid box 
complete with inner card plinth and Good but stained but 
complete 1960 folded catalogue.

£100 - £130

Lot 2385 - Triang Minic 1/20th scale battery‑operated plastic
Bentley Continental ‑ dark red body with cream interior ‑ overall
Excellent but would benefit from further cleaning and base has
minor small glue repair in Good Plus lift off lid box complete with
inner card plinth and Good Plus 1960 folded catalogue.

£60 - £80



Lot 2386 - Triang Minic M018 1/20th scale battery‑operated 
Hillman Minx ‑ dark red body, ivory interior ‑ overall Near Mint but
does have a couple of tiny chips to rear numberplate decal in
Good harlequin box with considerable creasing to end label, 
complete with inner card packing plinth.

£100 - £120

Lot 2387 - Triang Minic M021 1/20th scale battery‑operated 
plastic Triumph Herald ‑ red body, grey interior ‑ Excellent to 
Excellent Plus (missing left hand rear bumper over‑rider) in Good
discoloured & scuffed from storage harlequin box with labels to
both end flaps, complete with inner card packing plinth.

£120 - £140

Lot 2388 - Victory Models 1/18th scale battery‑operated plastic
Triumph TR2 ‑ ivory body, red seats, ivory steering wheel, 
original twin windscreens ‑ Good Plus with some discolouration
around wheelarches quite common with this model complete with
instruction leaflet, guarantee slip & return packing instruction
leaflet in Good to Good Plus stained/discoloured from storage lift
off lid box with original retail price added in ink to top of lid.

£70 - £90

Lot 2389 - Victory Models 1/18th scale battery‑operated plastic
MG TF ‑ black body, red seats, silver‑grey dashboard with ivory
steering wheel, one original & one REPRODUCTION 
windscreens ‑ apart from missing windscreen model is overall 
Excellent with chrome loss to radiator in Excellent packing crate
box complete with inner card packing.

£80 - £90

Lot 2390 - Victory Models 1/18th scale battery‑operated plastic
MG TF ‑ red body with black removable engine cover battery
cover, brown seats, ivory dashboard & steering wheel, complete
with both original windscreens ‑ Excellent with chrome loss to 
radiator & rear mounted spare wheel in Good Plus crate box 
complete with inner card packing (does have a couple of surface
tears), box has "Push button remote control" labels to both end
flaps.

£80 - £100

Lot 2391 - Victory Models 1/18th scale battery‑operated plastic
Austin Somerset ‑ grey body, tan tinplate interior ‑ overall 
Excellent but does have some discolouration to wheelarches
common with this model in Fair to Good lift off lid box with glue 
repair to one corner of lid, complete with instruction leaflet, 
guarantee slip & return instructions leaflet.

£60 - £80

Lot 2392 - Victory Models 1/18th scale battery‑operated plastic
Austin Somerset ‑ maroon body, tan tinplate interior ‑ Excellent
Plus (glazing a little distorted & some marks to passenger side
rear wheelarch) in Fair lift off lid box complete with instruction
leaflet & return packing instructions.

£60 - £80



Lot 2393 - Victory Models 1/18th scale plastic battery‑operated
Vauxhall Velox ‑ dark navy blue body with separately cast red tail
lamps, tan tinplate interior ‑ Excellent Plus with some rub marks
to roof in Fair lift off lid box complete with return packing 
instructions & inner card packing.

£60 - £80

Lot 2394 - Victory Models 1/18th scale battery‑operated plastic
Vauxhall Velox ‑ rare pale blue body with separately cast red tail
lamps, tan tinplate interior ‑ Excellent Plus to Near Mint with some
distortion to glazing in Fair heavily stained/worn lift off lid box 
complete with instructions, guarantee slip & return instructions,
box has inner card packing and what appears to be the original
factory tissue packing.

£80 - £100

Lot 2395 - Victory Models 1/18th scale battery‑operated plastic
Vauxhall Velox ‑ grey‑green body, tail lamps cast as part of rear
body, brown tinplate interior ‑ Excellent (surface rust to three
wheel hubs) in Good to Good Plus stained/dirty from storage later
issue smaller lift off lid box.

£60 - £80

Lot 2396 - Victory Models 1/18th scale battery‑operated plastic 
Hillman Minx De Luxe Saloon ‑ claret (dark maroon) body, tan 
tinplate interior ‑ Good Plus with some distortion to front wings &
hood, front bumper also loose in Fair incomplete end flap box, 
complete with inner card packing (missing all end flaps at one end).

£40 - £50

Lot 2397 - Victory Models 1/18th scale battery‑operated plastic
Austin A40/50 Cambridge Saloon ‑ grey‑blue body, tan tinplate
interior ‑ Good Plus with some slight distortion to body, right hand
side of windscreen has also been glued into position in Poor 
incomplete end flap box complete with inner card packing 
(missing both end flaps & tape repairs to inner end flaps).

£40 - £60

Lot 2398 - Victory Models 1/18th scale battery‑operated plastic
Standard Ten Saloon ‑ black body, red tinplate interior ‑ Good to
Good Plus with some distortion to body & rear bumper loose in
Fair end flap box complete with inner card packing (missing one
end flap).

£40 - £50

Lot 2399 - Victory Industries 1/18th scale battery‑operated 
plastic Leyland Comet Tipper Truck ‑ bright red cab with tan 
tinplate interior, ivory steering wheel, grey plastic rear tipper body,
black plastic chassis ‑ Excellent with some surface rust to three
hub caps & some chips to front bumper decal in Fair but still 
complete end flap box with inner card packing.

£80 - £100



Lot 2400 - Victory Models battery‑operated Ransomes & Rapier
Mobile Crane ‑ ivory plastic body with claret (dark maroon) 
plastic jib, red tinplate interior, black tinplate front wings & 
chassis rails, complete with original hook ‑ Good Plus with paint
loss to both front wings complete with instructions, price list
leaflet, return packing instructions & guarantee slip (the tear off
registration has been returned to the manufacturers in the past)
in Poor to Fair extensively tape repaired box complete with inner
card packing (one inner end flap detached but still present within
box).

£100 - £130

Lot 2401 - Victory Models 1/28th scale Coles Ranger Truck
Mounted Mobile Crane ‑ Fair (rear pair of axles detached from
chassis, central stabilising outriggers & jacks also detached from
chassis with old glue repairs to this area, motor wiring repaired/
incomplete, extendable jibs & gantry are missing all apart from
one brass retaining pins & nuts.  Model untested but clearly not
working judging from the condition of the wiring in Fair lift off lid
box complete with lower inner card packing & return instructions.
Model also complete with original snatch block hook & both the
long & short Derrick tie rods).  Although damaged and not in 
working order this rare model would form the basis for a 
rebuild/restoration or would be equally suitable for spare parts.

£50 - £70

Lot 2402 - Victory Models battery‑operated plastic Vosper RAF
Crash Tender ‑ Fair heavily distorted & missing various 
superstructure fittings in Fair dirty/stained from storage lift off lid
box complete with lower & end inner card packing, guarantee slip,
small price list leaflet & return instructions.

£10 - £15

Lot 2403 - Rico (made in Spain) battery‑operated LWB Land
Rover "Guardia Civil Auxilio En Carretera" ‑ approx 12" (31cm)
long ‑ cream & blue‑grey plastic body with red roof light, matt
black tinplate base ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus with a few minor
marks & scratches in Good creased & a little stained from storage
box (lid split at two corners).  Impressive large scale model.

£80 - £100

Lot 2404 - G & R Wrenn W20 Penguin Playtime plastic Austin
Mini with working pull back n' go clockwork motor to rear axle ‑
6.25"/16cm long ‑ dark blue body, black base ‑ overall Near Mint
with some rub marks to roof in Good Plus a little creased &
scuffed box complete with inner end packing piece.  Rare model
manufactured by G & R Wrenn when they were part of the Triang
Rovex Industries Group in the late 1960's/early 1970's.

£140 - £180

Lot 2405 - Corgi Classics 1/76th scale limited edition Blackpool
Transport 70th Anniversary of the Blackpool Balloon Tram Gift Set
containing 2 x English Electric Balloon Tramcars ‑ Mint complete
with certificate showing this to be number 1827 of only 2300 
produced in Good Plus box and 97178 Burlingham Seagull Coach
"Coliseum Coaches" ‑ assumed Mint in Near Mint box which still
retains its original factory tissue wrap although this wrap is 
damaged/incomplete. (2)

£20 - £30



Lot 2406 - Corgi OO Omnibus 1/76th scale group of Hong Kong
KMB (Kowloon Motor Bus) limited edition Volvo Olympian Tri‑axle
Double Deck Buses (1) 43225 "Year of the Dragon 2000"; (2)
43201 "Year of the Horse 2002"; (3) 43202 "Year of the Goat
2003"; (4) 43203 "Year of the Monkey 2004"; (5) 43204 "Year of
the Rooster 2005" ‑ all Near Mint to Mint complete with 
certificates in Good to Excellent boxes. (5)

£40 - £50

Lot 2407 - Britbus 1/76th scale (OO Gauge) Limited Edition 
Scania Metropolitan Double Deck Buses (1) 6205 Dual Door
"London Buses" Aldenham Open Day June 1983 complete with
certificate showing this to be number 475 of only 792 models 
produced; (2) 6210A Dual Door "Rennies" complete with 
certificate showing this to be number 35 of only 504 models 
produced; (3) 6210B "Rennies" complete with certificate showing
this to be number 264 of only 504 models produced; (4) 6301 "Go
Whippet" Single Door Conversion complete with certificate 
showing this to be number 347 of only 1008 models produced ‑
all Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (4)

£60 - £70

Lot 2408 - Britbus 1/76th scale (OO Gauge) group of Buses.  (1)
6301 Scania Metropolitan Single Door Conversion "Go Whippet"
complete with certificate showing this to number 395 of only 1008
models produced; (2) 6205X Scania Metropolitan Dual Door 
Double Deck Bus "London Buses" Aldenham Golden Jubilee 25th
September 1983, complete with certificate showing this to be
number 8 of only 216 models produced; (3) 6002 Southdown Guy
Arab IV complete with certificate showing this to be number 37 of
only 1008 models produced; (4) 6006 Southdown Guy Arab IV
complete with certificate showing this to be number 504 of only
1200 models produced ‑ all Near Mint to Mint in Excellent Plus to
Mint boxes. (4)

£50 - £60

Lot 2409 - Britbus group of 1/76th scale (OO Gauge) North East
Operators Double Deck Buses.  (1) AN1‑08 Coastline park Royal
Leyland Atlantean complete with certificate showing this to be
number 63 of only 600 models produced; (2) AN1‑23 Park Royal
Leyland Atlantean "VFM Buses" complete with certificate showing
this to be number 218 of only 600 models produced; (3) R601
Leyland Olympian Alexander R Type "United" complete with 
certificate showing this to be number 233 of only 600 models 
produced; (4) 6203 Scania Metropolitan Dual Door Tyneside PTE
complete with certificate showing this to be number 46 of only
1200 models produced; (5) 6206 Scania Metropolitan Dual Door
"Tyne & Wear PTE" complete with certificate showing this to be
number 78 of only 1008 models produced ‑ all Near Mint to Mint
in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (5)

£70 - £90

Lot 2410 - Group of more recent issue 1/43rd scale Cars.  Vitesse
045C 1978 Renault 4 GTL with closed sunroof; (2) unnumbered
Renault 4 without sunroof; (3) 083C Renault Safrane "Initiale"; (4)
L120 Citroen 2CV "Paris ‑ Persopolis" Rally Car; Minichamps (1)
430102112 Bugatti EB110; (2) 032202 Mercedes Benz W123
280E; (3) 054001 VW Concept Car Saloon; (4) 052030 1951
Volkswagen Beetle 1200 Cabriolet and Best 9030 Jaguar E‑type
Spyder with Hardtop ‑ all generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to
Near Mint boxes. (9)

£50 - £70

Lot 2411 - GE Fabbri group of James Bond 007 vehicles.  (1)
Range Rover from Tomorrow Never Dies; (2) Lamborghini Diablo
from Die Another Day; (3) Chevrolet Bel Air from Dr. No; (4) MGB
Roadster from The Man with the Golden Gun; (5) Renault 11 Taxi
(front half of vehicle) from A View to a Kill; (6) Acrostar Jet Aircraft
from Octopussy ‑ all generally Mint in Mint rigid perspex cases
within factory sealed Excellent to Mint bubble packs; (7) Land
Rover Lightweight from The Living Daylights; (9) Tuk Tuk from
Octopussy ‑ both Mint in Mint factory sealed perspex cases. (8)

£30 - £40



Lot 2412 - Atlas Editions group of Tintin Character Vehicles.  (1)
118050 1924 Mercedes 15/20; (2) 118070 Amilcar CGS both from
"Tintin Au Pays Des Soviets"; (3) Railcar De Draisine from "Tintin
Chez Les Soviets"; (4) 118003 Ford Model T from "Tintin Au
Congo"; (5) 118008 La Mitrailleuse "L'Oreille Cassee"; (6) 118013
Le Coupa‑Spider ‑ both from "L'Oreille Cassee" ‑ all Mint in 
Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6)

£50 - £70

Lot 2413 - Atlas Editions group of Tintin Character Vehicles all
from the story "Tintin En Amerique".  (1) 118004 Checker Taxi
Cab; (2) 118039 La Voiture D'Apparat; (3) 118041 Le Camion De
Police De Chicago Dropside Truck; (4) 118051 Chicago 
Ambulance; (5) 118054 Bugatti Type 37 Sport; (6) 118058 
Graham Six ‑ all Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (6)

£50 - £70

Lot 2414 - Atlas Editions group of Tintin Character Vehicles all
from the story "Le Lotus Bleu" (1) 118009 La Limousine De 
Mitsuhirato; (2) 118036 Le Camion Rouge; (3) 118037 Armoured
Car; (4) 118038 Chrysler Six; (5) 118068 La Decapotable Du
Lotus Bleu ‑ all Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint
boxes. (5)

£40 - £60

Lot 2415 - Atlas Editions group of Tintin Character Vehicles from
the story "Tintin Au Pays De L'Or Noir": (1) 11807A Willys Jeep;
(2) 118010 American Buick; (3) 118017 Citroen 5CV; (4) 118066A
Studebaker Commander Regal all from the story; (5) 118020A
Lancia Aprilia; (6) 118044 Willys Jeep; (7) 118059 Chevrolet
Breakdown Truck; (8) 118060 1948 Morris Six ‑ all Near Mint to
Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (8)

£70 - £90

Lot 2416 - Atlas Editions group of Tintin Character Vehicles from
the story "Le Sceptre D'Ottokar" (1) 118018A 1939 Packard 12
Coupe; (2) 118019A 1938 Opel Olympia Cabriolet Coach; (3)
118027 La Voiture De Bianca Castafiore; (4) 118034 1937 Ford
V8 Convertible; (5) 118069A 1937 Ford Club Cabriolet V8 and
118015 1938 Cadillac Fleetwood Convertible from the story
"Tintin Au Tibet" ‑ all Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint
boxes. (6)

£50 - £60

Lot 2417 - Atlas Editions group of Tintin Character Vehicles.  (1)
118008A La Mitrailleuse Convertible with Tintin & Snowy; (2)
118013 Le Coupe‑Spider with Tintin & Snowy; (3) 118063 Le
Camion Militaire all from the story "L'Oreille Cassee"; (4) 118005A
Lincoln Torpedo Grand Sport Convertible; (5) 118056 Ambulance
both from the story "Les Cigares Du Pharaon"; (6) 118065 La
Camionnette from "Le Secret De La Licorne" ‑ all Near Mint to
Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (6)

£50 - £60

Lot 2418 - Atlas Editions group of Tintin Character Vehicles from
the story "L'Affaire Tournesol" (1) 118006 Citroen 2CV; (2)
118016A La Voiture Bordure; (3) 118021 1954 Simca Aronde Taxi;
(4) 118022 1952 Citroen 15/6; (5) 118026 1953 Lancia Aurelia;
(6) 118032 1950 Volkswagen Transporter Kombi Van; (7)
118047A 1955 Chrysler New Yorker; (8) 118057 1950 Willys
Overland Jeep Station Wagon Fire Service Car ‑ all Near Mint to
Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (8)

£70 - £90



Lot 2419 - Atlas Editions group of Tintin Character Vehicles from
the story "L'Ile Noire" (1) 118028 Eccles Caravan; (2) 118031A MG
1100; (3) 118040 Jaguar Mk.X; (4) 118042 Dennis Fire Tender; (5)
118045 Ford Zephyr 6; (6) 118061A Hanomag L28 Dropside Truck
‑ all Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6)

£50 - £60

Lot 2420 - Atlas Editions group of Tintin Character Vehicles (1)
118012 1939 Lincoln Zephyr Convertible; (2) 118025 1937 Ford
V8 Taxi both from the story "Les 7 Boules De Cristal"; (3) 118002A
Grand Prix Racing Car; (4) 118005A Lincoln Torpedo Grand Sport
Convertible both from the story "Les Cigares Du Pharaon"; (5)
118023 Le Voiture Accidentee; (6) 118046 Renault NN Taxi both
from the story "Le Crabe Aux Pinces D'Or" ‑ all Near Mint to Mint
in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (6)

£40 - £60

Lot 2421 - Atlas Editions group of Tintin Character Vehicles (1)
118001 Willys Jeep; (2) 118030A 1949 Dodge Coronet; (3)
118049 1949 Ford Custom all from the story "Objectif Lune"; (4)
118022A 1952 Citroen 15/6; (5) 118026 1953 Lancia Aurelia both
from the story "L'Affaire Tournesol"; (6) 118043 Land Rover 109
LWB; (7) 118062 Chevrolet 6400 Covered Dropside Truck both
from the story "Tintin Et Les Picaros" ‑ all Near Mint to Mint in
Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (7)

£60 - £80

Lot 2422 - Atlas Editions group of Tintin Character Vehicles (1)
118033 Citroen 2CV; (2) 118052 1960 Alfa Romeo Giuliette
Berlina (3) 118014A Citroen Ami 6; (4) 118035 1960 Peugeot 403
all from the story "Les Bijoux De La Castafiore"; (5) 118055 1954
Panhard Dyna; (6) 118067A Jaguar Mk.I both from the story
"Coke En Stock" ‑ all Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint
boxes. (6)

£50 - £60

Lot 2423 - Atlas Editions group of Tintin Character Vehicle twin
packs (1) 118024A containing Chevrolet Breakdown Truck & 
Accident Damaged Car from the story "Le Crabe Aux Pinces
D'Or"; (2) 118029A containing Triumph Herald & Eccles Trailer
Caravan from the story "L'Ile Noire"; (3) 118048A containing Belle
Model 47 Helicopter & Chrysler New Yorker ‑ all Near Mint to Mint
in Fair to Good outer boxes, rigid perspex cases are Excellent to
Near Mint. (3)

£30 - £40

Lot 2424 - Group of Tintin Character Merchandise.  Atlas Edition
character vehicles include (1) 118001 Willys Jeep from Objectif
Lune; (2) 118004 Checker Taxi cab from Tintin En Amerique; (3)
118007 Willys Jeep from Tintin Au Pays De L'or Noir; (4) 118043A
Land Rover 109 LWB Station Wagon from Tintin Et Le Picaros ‑
all Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus worn boxes;
5 x further empty outer blue boxes (missing perspex cases), two
of which have printed card inlay ‑ Good to Excellent; rigid perspex
case with printed card inlay ‑ Good Plus with some graffiti along
with 8 x various certificates ‑ Excellent to Mint.  Other items 
include 6 x unboxed plastic all approximately 8cm tall, all apart
from one complete with tags; sealed pack of playing cards "Tintin
Et Les Voitures"; twin pack of sealed playing cards "En Voitures
Tintin" "Bij Kuifje In De Auto In Tims Wagen", Tintin notebook, 
various postcards etc ‑ Excellent Plus to Mint along with 2 x 
Casterman hardback French text books (1) "Objectif Lune" ‑ Good
Plus; (2) "On A Marche Sur La Lune" ‑ Poor with badly damaged
spine. (qty)

£40 - £50



Lot 2425 - Autoart Millennium 1/18th scale red Lotus Esprit V8 ‑
model never removed from box with the inner polystyrene tray still
factory sealed ‑ assumed Mint in Excellent box with some 
creasing to one bottom corner.

£50 - £60

Lot 2426 - Autoart Millennium 1/18th scale yellow Lotus Esprit V8
‑ Mint in Good Plus discoloured box, inner polystyrene tray is Near
Mint to Mint.

£50 - £60

Lot 2427 - Autoart Classics Division 1/18th scale Essex Lotus 
Esprit Turbo ‑ Excellent Plus (passenger side wing mirror
snapped off and now missing its locating pin) in Good window box
with damaged perspex window and Autoart Performance 1/18th
scale Lotus Esprit Turbo in black & gold JPS livery but without
JPS Tobacco branding ‑ Excellent Plus (missing passenger door
mirror) in Good window box with damaged perspex window. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 2428 - Minichamps 1/18th scale 1969 Ford Capri Mk.I 1700
GT ‑ metallic silver‑green body, brown interior ‑ overall Excellent
with marks to drivers side door & rear wing, also missing drivers
side windscreen wiper & door mirror in Good box with damaged
lower inner polystyrene tray.

£5 - £10

Lot 2429 - Minichamps 1/18th scale 1954 Bentley R Type 
Continental ‑ black body, tan interior ‑ Near Mint to Mint in 
Excellent hinged lid display box with some scuffs particularly to
base.

£100 - £120

Lot 2430 - Franklin Mint 1/16th scale 1913 Ford Model T ‑ Near
Mint to Mint in Good a little dirty from storage polystyrene 
packing tray only, complete with part paperwork.

£30 - £40

Lot 2431 - Danbury Mint 1/18th scale 1934 Hispano‑Suiza J12 ‑
Near Mint unboxed.

£40 - £50

Lot 2432 - Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1907 Rolls Royce Silver
Ghost ‑ metallic silver body with green seats ‑ Mint complete with
certificate of authenticity & other paperwork in Excellent polystyrene
packing tray only (outer transit carton missing), also included is a
perspex & wood display case which is Near Mint. (2)

£50 - £60



Lot 2433 - Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1925 Rolls Royce Silver
Ghost ‑ Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus polystyrene packing tray
only (missing outer transit carton).

£40 - £50

Lot 2434 - Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1910 Rolls Royce Silver
Ghost ‑ Near Mint (left hand front leather strap for fabric hood is
detached from the front spring bracket but still present, also 
included are the pair of wicker hampers in Excellent polystyrene
packing tray, outer transit carton is Fair but complete, please note
model is missing paperwork.

£40 - £60

Lot 2435 - Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1911 Rolls Royce Tourer ‑
Near Mint to Mint complete with certificate of authenticity & other
paperwork in Excellent inner polystyrene tray, outer transit is Fair
but still complete.

£50 - £60

Lot 2436 - Franklin Min 1/24th scale 1998 Rolls Royce Silver 
Seraph ‑ metallic silver body ‑ Mint complete with paperwork &
gloves in Excellent Plus polystyrene packing tray, outer transit
carton is Good.

£50 - £60

Lot 2437 - Hot Wheels group of 1/18th scale Ferraris. (1) B6053
Ferrari 250GT Berlinetta; (2) 23920 1970 Ferrari Dino 246 GTS;
(3) 23907 1995 Ferrari F355 Spider; (4) 29752 Ferrari F355 
Racing Car; (5) 29751 Ferrari 360 Modena Challenge Racing Car;
(5) 54598 Ferrari 360 Spider; (7) 56293 Ferrari Enzo ‑ all Near
Mint to Mint and appear never to have been removed from their
display plinths in Fair to Good Plus window boxes.  (7)

£70 - £90

Lot 2438 - UT Models McLaren Collection 1/18th scale McLaren
XP1LM ‑ Mint and appears never to have been removed from its
display plinth in generally Near Mint window box.

£40 - £50

Lot 2439 - Group of 1/18th scale Porsches (1) Hot Wheels 29062
1999 Porsche 911; (2) Maisto 31122 Porsche Cayman S; (3)
Bburago1993 Porsche 911 Carrara GT ‑ yellow body with Shell
racing number 1 labels; (4) UT Models Porsche 911 Cabrio ‑ all
Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent window boxes.  (4)

£50 - £60

Lot 2440 - Group of 1/18th scale Cars. (1) Hot Wheels 504254 De
Tomaso Pantera; (2) Hot Wheels G7159 Aston Martin V8 
Vantage with metallic pearl yellow body; (3) Road Signature 1975
Jaguar XJS ‑ all Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent 
window boxes.  (3)

£40 - £50



Lot 2441 - Group of large scale Racing Cars. 1/18th scale 
models include (1) Hot Wheels G9752 Renault F1 Racing Car
"Renaults 100th GP Win Sakhir Bahrain 03/04/05 with Fernando
Alonzo giving a V for Victory salute from the cockpit; (2) Got
Wheels G9728 Ferrari F2005 F1 Racing Car "Rubens 
Barrichello"; (3) Solido 2006 Aston Martin Le Mans "Russian Age
Racing" ‑ all Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus 
window boxes; (4) Majorette 1/24th scale AC Cobra 427 Roadster
‑ metallic blue body with racing number 16 decals ‑ Mint in Fair to
Good blister pack.  (4)

£60 - £80

Lot 2442 - Disney Store Exclusive (made in China) radio 
controlled large scale VW Beetle "Herbie" (approx 1/15th scale ‑
length is 29cm/approx 10") ‑ overall Near Mint but untested in Fair
window box which is missing its inner packing.

£10 - £15

Lot 2443 - Triang FROG F610 1/16th scale Motorised Morris 1100
plastic kit ‑ unchecked for completeness with some parts removed
from sprues but complete with instruction, motor, gearing & tyres
in factory sealed plastic bag, unused decal sheet & packing/
complaints slip in Good Plus box with some old tape residue to
sides of lid.

£40 - £60

Lot 2444 - FROG group of Aviation Kits ‑ all unchecked for 
completeness ‑ (1) 352P BEA (British European Airways) Vickers
Viscount 800 Airliner ‑ some parts removed from sprues, 
complete with instructions, unused decal sheet, unused but 
perished tube of polystyrene cement in Good Plus box; (2) F140
BOAC (British Overseas Airways Corporation) Vickers VC10 ‑
some small parts removed from sprues but complete with 
instructions, unused decal sheet, unused but perished tube of
polystyrene cement & plain white cardboard box containing 
flashing lights & wiring in Fair tape repaired box; (3) F128 R‑100
Airship ‑ a large number of parts removed from sprues but 
complete with instructions, unused decal sheet & small transfer of
the Airship in Fair heavily creased box. (3)

£90 - £110

Lot 2445 - FROG pair of Military Kits ‑ unchecked for 
completeness ‑ (1) M552 US Army Skysweeper 75mm Anti‑Aircraft
Gun ‑ the majority of parts have been removed from sprues but
sprues are still present within the box complete with instructions &
unused decal sheet in Excellent box; (2) M550 US Army Nike
Anti‑Aircraft Guided Missile with launcher & crew ‑ again the 
majority of parts have been removed from sprues although these
are still present within the box, complete with unused decal sheet &
mini fold‑out catalogue but missing instructions in Excellent box. (2)

£40 - £50

Lot 2446 - FROG group of Aircraft Kits ‑ all unchecked for 
completeness with some parts removed from sprues but 
complete with unused decal sheets & instructions (1) 389P
Hawker Typhoon; (2) 397P Handley Page Hampden; (3) 399P De
Havilland Dragon Rapide; (4) Inside Story Kit No.3 Fairey Gannet
in Good to Good Plus boxes. (4)

£40 - £60

Lot 2447 - FROG group of Aircraft Kits ‑ all unchecked for 
completeness with some parts removed from sprues but 
complete with instructions & unused decal sheets (1) F162 
Blackburn Skua Dive Bomber; (2) F165 Bristol 138/A; (3) F176
Tupolev SB‑2; (4) F177 Heinkel 219 Night Fighter; (5) F191 
Bristol Beaufighter; (6) F324 Gloster Javelin in Good Plus to 
Excellent boxes. (6)

£40 - £50



Lot 2448 - Group of Aircraft Kits ‑ all unchecked for completeness
but complete with instructions & unused decal sheets (1) Airfix
1/72nd scale Avro Lancaster ‑ parts in factory sealed plastic bag
in Good creased box; (2) Airfix 1/72nd scale Bristol 192 Helicopter
‑ a large number of parts removed from sprues but sprues are still
within box in Good stained/discoloured from storage box; (3) 
Aurora Avro Arrow CF‑105 ‑ some parts removed from sprues in
Good faded/discoloured box. (3)

£40 - £50

Lot 2449 - Aurora Pan Am Boeing 747 Jumbo Jet plastic kit ‑
unchecked for completeness with a large number of parts 
removed from sprues but sprues still remain within box, complete
with instructions & unused decal sheet in Good Plus scuffed
around the edges box.

£30 - £40

Lot 2450 - Group of plastic kits ‑ all unchecked for completeness
but complete with instructions & unused decal sheets ‑ (1) Heller
1/24th scale Junkers JU‑87B Stuka Dive Bomber ‑ a few parts 
removed from sprues in Good to Good Plus a little creased box;
(2) AMT/ERTL 1/72nd scale X/YB‑35 Flying Wing ‑ parts in factory
clear plastic bags some of which are still sealed in Fair heavily
creased box; (3) Monogram 1/72nd scale Convair B‑36H 
Peacemaker in Fair creased & worn box with inner card packing
piece. (3)

£70 - £80

Lot 2451 - Large group of mostly Aircraft plastic kits all unchecked
for completeness but complete with instructions & unused decal
sheets (1) Revell H‑2242 1/48th scale McDonnell Douglas A‑4
Skyhawk; 1/72nd scale kits include (2) Monogram 7501 F‑82 Twin
Mustang; (3) FROG F394 Supermarine Spitfire; (4) FROG F155
Dewoitine D520C; (5) Aurora 281 Piper Cherokee; (6) as (5); (7)
Aurora 282 Piper Aztec; other kits include (8) Aurora 1/4" scale
AT‑6 Texan; (9) Aurora 295 North American F‑107; (10) Aurora
491 small scale Boeing B‑17 Flying Fortress; (11) FROG 386P
small scale Lockheed P2V‑7 Neptune and Revell 1/720th scale
USS Intrepid Aircraft Carrier ‑ parts in factory sealed plastic bag
complete with instructions & unused decal sheet.  Kits are 
contained in Fair tape repaired to Good Plus boxes. (12)

£50 - £60

Lot 2452 - Group of plastic kits all unchecked for completeness.
(1) Trumpeter 1/72nd scale Royal Navy Fairey Gannet T.MK.2 ‑
some parts removed from sprues & a few small parts have been
painted in Excellent box complete with instructions & unused
decal sheet; (2) Merit 1/48th scale Bristol Bulldog ‑ kit has been
part started with a number of parts very crudely painted and 
probably incomplete but does have instructions & unused decal
sheet in Excellent box; (3) Grip (made in Japan) 713‑2500 Military
Series German Wehrmarcht Secret Strong Point ‑ kit has been
assembly with soldiers & parts glued into position, unchecked for
completeness and probably missing some small parts for the 
diorama in Fair tape repaired box complete with instructions. (3)

£5 - £10

Lot 2453 - Airfix OO/HO Scale 1686 Snap Together Zoo Playset
‑ although unchecked for exact completeness this does seem to
be predominantly complete with instructions & packing/complaint
slip in Good box with split to one corner of lid; S6‑69 British 
Civilians ‑ please note only 31 figures are included from the 
original 48, 2 of which are removed from sprues in Fair box and
S24‑59 Zoo Animals Set No.1 containing 23 x various zoo 
animals & keepers a couple of which are detached from sprues
(not the correct mix for this set) in Good box. (3)

£50 - £60



Lot 2454 - Airfix group of factory correspondence, initial design
sketches and other paperwork regarding development of the 
Cosmic Clipper, UFO Flying Saucer (Cosmic Starship); Star
Cruiser Interceptor etc. Includes detail correspondence on test
shots & modifications to moulds along with some interesting 
original concept sketches & later more detailed drawings 
particularly for a submarine research complex/submarine 
command centre, other alien vehicles etc, also included is a 
Polaroid photograph of the Cosmic Clipper and a couple black &
white negatives of Space Figures.  (qty)

£30 - £40

Lot 2455 - Airfix large quantity of factory correspondence 
between the factory and various manufactures of full size 
vehicles & aircraft including the Boeing Vertol Company; Boeing
Commercial Airplane Division in Renton Washington regarding
the B‑52 Bomber which includes some Boeing drawings of 
various components throughout the airframe; BMW and a factory
internal correspondence & working drawing regarding the 
development & test shot process for the Russian Mil MI‑24 Hind‑D
Gunship & Kamov KA‑25 Hormone Russian Helicopters.  (qty)

£30 - £40

Lot 2456 - Airfix internal factory drawings & other literature 
including black & white contact sheets showing RAF Jaguar Strike
Aircraft being armed outside a hardened aircraft shelter; similar
RAF contact sheet showing a Harrier Jump Jet being serviced
whilst camouflaged at the edge of a forest photo stated manu-
factures information regarding Austin General Service 6x6 
Military chassis with various different cab & body style etc.

£20 - £30

Lot 2457 - Rovex Industries Ltd ‑ Margate (FROG plastic kits)
factory shop floor Photostat general arrangement drawing for the
F257 1/72nd scale Fairey Firefly, has been folded and small parts
of one edge missing, overall Good and Airfix Products Ltd 
Photostat profile drawing of Leyland Hippo Dump/Tipper Truck
which was never produced showing the indicated colours drawn
on the 15th November 1962 ‑ Good.  (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 2458 - Airfix mostly photocopied sales memorandums, 1981
release schedule along with photographs of Airfix spray paint,
Scalecraft Motorised Kits, a January 1980 copy of promotional
sales rep flyer for the 1980 launch of the Airfix Model Trains 
Magazine ‑ Good to Excellent in Poor plastic wallet.

£10 - £20

Lot 2459 - FROG Mk.V Single Seat Fighter ‑ complete with all
parts, winding handle & partly used bottle of oil ‑ Fair with partly
repainted fuselage in Good box with some tears to corners of lid.

£10 - £20

Lot 2460 - FROG group of Catalogues. (1) foldout catalogue 
illustrating the FROG Ready to Fly Models both powered &
non‑powered along with engines & accessories (undated) ‑ Good
with ink mark to rear; (2) May 1948 FROG Penguin Models 
Catalogue complete with price list ‑ covers are Fair, contents
pages & price list Excellent to Mint; (3) late 1950's foldout 
catalogue leaflet ‑ Near Mint; (4) c.1971/1972 black & white 
foldout catalogue leaflet ‑ Near Mint.  (4)

£30 - £40



Lot 2461 - Airfix/Humbrol & other plastic kit literature & instruction
leaflets etc. 2 x Humbrol enamel colour cards; 1972 Autumn 
Edition & 1973 Airfix Price Lists; Airfix retailers unused shop 
window/shop display transfer; 7 x various Airfix instructions 
including Apollo Saturn V Moon Rocket; RMS Queen Elizabeth
etc, couple of packing/complaint slips; FROG Focke‑Wulf 190 A4
instructions; Monogram B‑52D Stratofortress 1968 advertising
leaflet along with 1971 British International Toy Fair & 1971 
International Spielwarenmesse Humbrol Exhibitors Badges ‑ 
condition varies from Fair to Excellent.  (qty)

£20 - £30

Lot 2462 - Group of miscellaneous Catalogues. Including 
Metosul; 1975 Solido; 5 x various 1970's & 1980's Brumm;
Britains 1975, 1984, 1988, 1999 catalogues & 2 x "New Autoway"
catalogue leaflets ‑ condition varies from Good to Near Mint.  (13)

£20 - £30

Lot 2463 - Ransomes & Rapier Ltd Europa C45 NCK‑Rapier
Crawler Mounted Crane speciation brochure from October 1974
‑ covers are Good Plus, contents pages Excellent to Near Mint.

£10 - £15

Lot 2464 - UK & French Dinky & Hornby a group of 
Catalogues/Leaflets. UK Catalogues include (1) 1970 missing
price list; (2) 1971 with July 1971 price list; (3) 1972 with June
1972 price list & very rare insert leaflet correcting the overall
lengths of model 682 Alvis Stalwart & 683 Chieftain Tank ‑ covers
are Good to Excellent, contents pages Excellent to Mint; (4) 9th
Edition Hornby Clockwork Trains foldout Catalogue Leaflet ‑ Poor
torn into 2 pieces; French Hornby items include (1) January 1958
Rail Layout Leaflet ‑ Fair; (2) 20v Electric Instruction Booklet &
Guarantee Slip stamped "OBB M 4 66" ‑ overall Excellent.  (6)

£20 - £25

Lot 2465 - French Dinky pair of Catalogues. April 1956 ‑ covers
are Excellent Plus with original dealers stamp to front cover, 
contents pages Near Mint to Mint apart from rusty staples; (2)
1959 ‑ covers are Good Plus with original dealers stamp to rear
cover, contents pages Excellent to Near Mint.  (2)

£50 - £60

Lot 2466 - Dinky 1960 Belgian/Luxemburg Catalogue including
both English & French Dinky Toys with prices ‑ covers are 
Excellent with "Sept. '60" added neatly in black ink to front cover,
contents pages are Excellent to Mint.

£30 - £40

Lot 2467 - French Dinky group of Catalogues. (1) 1961 with 
original retailers stamp to front cover, without prices; (2) 1962
without prices; (3) 1963 with February 1963 price list; (4) 1964
with October 1964 price list ‑ covers are generally Excellent, 
contents pages Excellent to Mint.  (4)

£60 - £80

Lot 2468 - French Dinky group of Catalogues. (1) 1966 complete
with September 1966 price list ‑ covers are Excellent, contents
pages generally Near Mint to Mint; (2) 1967 complete with 
February 1967 price list ‑ covers are Fair, contents pages Good to
Excellent Plus, price list Good with some ink ticks alongside 
various models; (3) 1969 1st Edition ‑ covers are Good to Good Plus
with original retailers stamp to front cover, contents pages vary from
Fair to Excellent many have considerably ink graffiti.  (3)

£10 - £20





CONDITIONS OF SALE

The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25     %).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE. Purchasers will be charged a total
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable
which will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.
If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods
can only be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been
made. We reserve the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most
major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as
possible, allowing for other bids. 
Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be
decided by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification
relates to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of
any item. It must be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be
regarded as opinion only, and cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such
faults does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free
of faults. Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in
the event that an item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this
is proven to the Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days
of the sale in the condition it was sold.

4 TELEPHONE BIDDING
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for
telephone bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any
missed calls due to human or technical errors.

4 BANK TRANSFER
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: 
Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 3EX.

Account Name: Vectis Auctions Limited 

Sort Code: 40-51-62

Account: 42076703 

IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703

Swift Code: HANDGB22



CONDITIONS OF SALE: CONTINUED

4 ESTIMATES
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity,
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

4 RESERVES
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a
reserve on a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the
placed reserve. The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed with
Vectis Auctions beforehand. This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

4 LATE WITHDRAWALS
(A) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top
and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(B) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the mid
point between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

4 PAYMENT OF PROCEEDS OF AUCTION
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the
right to withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment. If the buyer fails to make payment within the
calendar month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable
in respect of the amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each Lot.
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each Lot might realise.

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.

BACK ISSUES OF CATALOGUES

We have a good selection of back catalogues going back many years. 
Each catalogue costs £3.50.

To order your copies or for further information 
please contact the Vectis office.

Vectis Auctions, Fleck Way, Thornaby, Stockton-on-Tees, TS17 9JZ.
Telephone: 0044 (0)1642 750616 - Fax: 0044 (0)1642 769478.

e-mail: admin@vectis.co.uk 
website: www.vectis.co.uk



Participate in live internet bidding
or view the auction live via

www.vectis.co.uk
and www.invaluable.com

To enable this system to operate successfully, the following bidding
increments will apply:

Images of all Lots can be viewed at 

WWW.VECTIS.CO.UK

Any postal, fax, internet or bids that have been telephoned in for
this sale that contain odd figures will be rounded up to the nearest
bid increment.

For example a bid for £56 will be rounded up to £60 or a bid for
£222 will be rounded up to £240.

If you have any queries regarding the above or would like some
further information about participating in this auction, please
contact us on 01642 750616.

£5 - £50............................................................£5
£50 - £200......................................................£10
£200 - £700....................................................£20
£700 - £1,000.................................................£50
£1,000 - £3,000............................................£100
£3,000 - £7,000............................................£200
£7,000 - £10,000..........................................£500
£10,000 onwards.....................................£1,000
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